
119 common new features

Virtualize your projects

HFSQL ACID

64-bit editors

New Gantt control

New Dashboard control

WEBDEV Static

Easy referencing

81 new WLanguage functions

167 new iOS functions

111 new Android functions

19 new Java functions

10 new PHP functions

65 new Linux functions

...



Version 19 brings
you fun, and unmat-
ched efficiency
This new version brings new fea-
tures to your teams that will make
them even more efficient in our
constantly evolving world.

Cloud projects, new controls, 64-bit
editors, boosted performance, evo-
lutions are all part of the 919 new
features found in version 19.

Build on your existing experience
while taking advantage of  inesca-
pable new technologies: this is the
benefit provided by version 19.

By switching to version 19, your ap-
plications automatically gain new
features, speed and quality and sup-
port recent technology evolutions.

WINDEV 19, WEBDEV 19 and

WINDEV Mobile 19 are your work
tools. You are more efficient, your
creations are more robust and fas-
ter.

The constant objective for our team
is clear: your satisfaction and your
success, on all the environments
and hardware.

We are proud to introduce version
19: a must-have version.

ORDER YOUR COPY
OF VERSION 19
TODAY!

Legend
In yellow background boxes, our experts draw your attention to
special features.
WD WB WM: the legend shows in which product the new fea-
ture is available.

New feature documentation. This document is intended for readers
who are already familiar with version 18 of WINDEV, WEBDEV and
WINDEV Mobile. If you’re not familiar with them, don’t hesitate to re-

quest their complete documentation (free).

 NEW CONTROLS
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New dashboard control
Software dashboard are in high demand from executives who
need to make decisions: CEO, CIO, department heads, mana-
gers ...
The Dashboard control in WINDEV 19 allows you to easily
create dashboards that end users can then customize to their
specific needs: they’ll be able to move widgets, or pick the wid-
gets they want to see.
The dashboard’s presentation is managed by the user.
Data is shown in widgets.
These widgets can be moved, hidden and automatically resized,
directly by the end user.
Widgets are easily created: they’re just internal windows.

A dashboard’s layout can be stored by the end user, and auto-
matically restored the next time it’s opened.

Dashboard examples
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Your customers dream about it: easily add dashboards to their
applications!

An auto-layout feature allows the application to create a de-
fault look: for example if a widget is deleted by the end user,
should we move the other ones or keep that location empty?

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Creating dashboards in your applications becomes extremely easy.
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Programming the 
dashboard control

The dashboard’s widgets are simply internal windows.
The widgets are created and programmed like internal
windows.
The Dashboard also comes with advanced WLanguage functio-
nalities for managing its configuration: you can plan several dif-
ferent layouts, and change the one to use based on the use
case.
The DashLoadConfiguration WLanguage function lets you load
a preconfigured layout.
The DashSaveConfiguration WLanguage function lets you store
the current configuration.
In order for each widget to automatically update, a new process
has been introduced in the code editor: the Refresh Widget
process.

The code from this process will be called at set time intervals or
upon request.
To force a refresh at any time, the new DashDisplay WLanguage
function is available, for the entire dashboard or for the speci-
fied widgets.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Showcase whatever you want in a dashboard.
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Functionalities of the
Dashboard control

The end user can:
• place the widgets wherever he or she wants 
• resize one or more widgets
• add one or more widgets
• delete one or more widgets
• store and recall layout configurations.

Here the user has closed a widget (Donut chart), has moved
some widgets and resized another widget (bar chart)

All these operations are done in a user-friendly way, with the
mouse, by the end user.
There is nothing to program for the end user to benefit from
these functionalities; these are part of the AAF (Automatic Ap-
plication Features).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
End users customize their dashboard themselves.
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New Gantt chart control
A Gantt chart enables you to graphically visualize the state of a
project.
A Gantt chart is often used for project management or in pro-
duction control to visualize a project’s tasks and dependencies
over time: dependency of one task upon other tasks.

Tasks are organized in rows, and time units in columns.
The dependencies between tasks are materialized by arrows
that link related tasks.
New in version 19, the Gantt chart control lets you easily create
planning programs.

A Gantt chart is easily created.
It is contained inside a table. Simply specify that the classic or
treeview table has a Gantt type column.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily display tasks sequence!
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Advanced features
The «Gantt Chart» feature in version 19 lets you manage:
• the duration of the tasks
• the advancement of the tasks
• the dependencies among tasks
• the color of the tasks
• the markers
• the granularity of the display in minutes, times, days, weeks
• the time period displayed (start, finish)
• the display or not of the week numbers.
• a mask for displaying days and times ...
It is event possible to fully customize the display of the task
«bar», using an internal window.
Generating a custom and efficient Gantt chart is easy.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A precise chart, easily.
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Easily create dashboards for your applications with WINDEV 19
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3 examples of Gantt
charts

Gantt chart for an architect: table with 2 columns, 1 column for
the task names, 1 column with the Gantt chart

«»Zoom» on the dependency arrows
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Gantt chart for project management

Here a Gantt chart example in a Treeview table 

You can add columns, of Gantt type or any other classic type, to
the left or the right of a Gantt column.
The Table control in which the Gantt chart is present behaves
and is programmed like any regular table control.
Note that Gantt charts are already supported by the report edi-
tor. you can print charts over one or more pages.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create the type of Gantt chart you want!
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How to fill a Gantt chart
Programming a Gantt chart is very easy. 
The new GanttTask WLanguage type lets you easily fill Gantt
type columns.
Simply specify the duration, completion status, dependencies,
and so on, of the tasks. 
The display of the tasks according to their dependencies is done
automatically.
A Gantt chart can be automatically printed using the report edi-
tor (see later in this document). 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
You already know how to program it...
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AAF of a Gantt chart
The Gantt chart control offers AAF, Automatic Application Fea-
tures: These are features you don’t need to program... When a
Gantt chart is displayed, the end user can move a task. The de-
pendent tasks are then automatically updated. 
The end user can also:
• change the duration of a task
• change the completion status of a task
• change the order of the tasks
• delete and create a task and its dependencies
• print the Gantt chart
The potential scrollbar for the control is automatically suppor-
ted.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The control is ready fo the end user to use, you have almost no-
thing to program.
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Creating controls by 
programming: new
ControlCreate function

Control creation is done visually in the (window or page) GUI
editor
The ControlClone function enables you to dynamically dupli-
cate existing controls, visible or hidden.

In version 19, the new  ControlCreate WLanguage function
lets you dynamically create control, solely by programming. 
In version 19, it is therefore possible to create controls by pro-
gramming. 
The ControlCreate function lets you create any type of control.
Once the control has been created, its characteristics are defi-
ned via properties(reminder: there are several hundred proper-
ties per control, each having a default value!)

c is control
c <- CreateControl(«BUTTON_1», typButton)

c..X = 30
c..Y = 40
c..Width = 140
c..Height = 20
c..Caption = «Click me»

Creating controls by programming allows for ultra custom inter-
faces.
For security reasons, you can disable the creation of controls or
control code at the project level.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
It becomes possible to create controls from scratch by program-
ming.
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Henri Gantt
(1861 - 1919)
is the engineer
who invented
this epony-
mous diagram
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WLanguage «Control»
type

To make it easier to create and work with controls via program-
ming, a new type is being introduced in version 19 of WLan-
guage: the Control type.
The initialization of a control type variable is done by either
using the ControlCreate function, or by retrieving the result of
an indirection, or from an existing control in the window.
It becomes possible to use a control type variable as a proce-
dure parameter.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the generic use of controls by programming: no
more indirections!
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Handling a control by
programming: ..Process
property

Once a control has been created by programming, you need to
be able to assign code to it! 
The new ..Processproperty lets you assign one or more pro-
cesses to the control.

c..Process[trtClick] = MyProcedure1
This property expects a procedure.
This procedure can by an existing procedure of the project, a
procedure type variable, or the result of a dynamic compilation.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
It’s easy to assign code to a control.
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Control triggers: 
adding or replacing code
in an existing control

The new ..Process property also allows you to replace or add
processes to an existing control.

c..Process[trtClick] = MyProcedure1
The = operator replaces the existing code with the one from the
specified procedure

c..Process[trtClick] += MyProcedure2
The += operator adds the procedure to call after the existing
code.
You can also add one or more procedures before the existing
code.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
It becomes easy to modify the code and behavior of existing
controls.
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Dynamic Pivot Table 
(rolap cube):  12 evolutions

The Dynamic Pivot Table control (DPT) is a fantastic control.
The result it automatically displays saves you weeks of program-
ming.

New data folding options (AAF)

Among the new features introduced around DPT, in version 19,
end users benefit from:
• sort by descending date but with ascending quarters
• additional weekly granular level 
• AAF for masking one or more columns
• AAF for expanding sub-levels from a given level
• improved display performance
• password protection of DPT backup
• modification of the first column’s width (name) with the

mouse
• add a title on a column or a row
• set a background color for a cell or a set of cells (and find

them easily again when navigating through the table).

Ability to color cell background to easily find them again when
navigating though the DPT (rOlap Cube)

In edit
• in the 7 tabs, you can specify the default display state of a di-

mension: collapsed or expanded.

In your code:
• to get the position in the table of a specified cell (value on all

the dimensions), a new pvtPosition variable is being intro-
duced. Example: x is pvtPosition of PVTControl

• chose a custom progress bar
• the ..Visible property is now available for calculations (sum,

mean,...). For example, insignificant values can be not shown,
which lightens up the display and makes the table more rea-
dable.

• The new PVTListPositionDimension function lets you list all
the positions of a dimension. For example, on a «product ca-
tegory» dimension, the new PVTListPositionDimension
function returns the lits of product categories displayed in the
DPT.

For example, on the «country» dimension, the new PVTListPo-
sitionDimension function returns the list of all displayed pro-
duct categories in a given country:
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Position is pvtPosition
Position.country=»FR»
ProductCategory is array of pvtPositions
ProductFamily=PVTListPositionDimension(PVT_Product,Position)

• The new PVTSelect(pos) function returns the position of the
cells selected in the DPT.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
DPT are even more powerful.
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Option on multiline static
controls: ellipsis 

When a multiline text is too long to fit in its static control, the
end of the text is represented by three points This is called an
«ellipsis».

The text doesn’t fit inside its control? 
The «...» indicate to the user that the text is cut

The ellipsis is also available for multiline table rows.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Multiline texts that are too long for the control are pointed out to
the end user.
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Associating a control
with several tabs 

In version 19, a control can be associated with several tabs.
For instance, if an «Apply» button is found on all the tabs of a
window, you can now create it once and specify that it is pre-
sent in all the tabs.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Avoid code duplication.
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associating a control
with several planes 

In version 19, it is also possible to associate a control with seve-
ral planes.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the use of planes.
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Custom positioning of
text and images 
inside buttons 

In version 19, it becomes possible to freely position, to the pixel,
text and images inside buttons.
Buttons become much more elegant, very easily.

3 examples of text and image positioning in a button
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Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Creating sophisticated buttons is much simpler.
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Faster display of 
treeview and hierarchical
tables 

A browsing treeview may contain a large number of elements
and sub-elements.
Filling it entirely may take some time.
In version 19, filling the clicked element of the treeview with
the content of the linked file is done «on demand», when
clicking to expand the level.
The filling is spread out over time, and therefore looks faster.

For a treeview filled by programming, the new ..AddSchedu-
ledChild property lets you add the children of a branch only
when that level is expanded.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The initial filling of the Treeview is much faster, the end user
doesn’t wait.
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Table control: 
9 new features 

The Table control is used a lot in applications. It evolves again
and improves in version 19.
Among the new features offered, you benefit from:
• the ability to display a calendar button in date type cells

Calendar from a table cell

• the ability to display a calculator in numeric type cells

Calculator from a table cell

• the ability to sort on a linked item (and not necessarily the dis-
played item)

• being able to change the header’s height by programming
• the new Column resize process, which can be called when

the end user resizes a column
• the ability to handle the horizontal scrollbar for tables by pro-

gramming

New AAF are also available for your end users:
• setting a filter on a check box type column
• setting a found between filter on a date
• hiding the calendar in a column header of a date type column

to filter the table on a date or on a range of dates...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The table control evolves in version 19 and becomes much more
configurable and customizable.

CHART
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New type of Chart: 
waterfall

A new type of chart is being introduced in version 19 of
WINDEV, enhancing the already long list of charts that can be
used in your applications.
This is the «Waterfall» type chart.
The waterfall chart is a bar chart allowing you to represent addi-
tions (positives or negatives) of several series: Used mainly in fi-
nance, it allows for instance to view the evolution of a value
over time, or to see the impact that various elements have on
this value.
The color for the positive and negative values can be different. 
The result bars can be displayed at a chosen position: at the be-
ginning, at the end, after the data that make it up...

New Waterfall chart control
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New Waterfall chart control

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Another new type of chart!
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Chart animation 
Other new chart features in version 19: you can animate their
display.
The first time the chart is displayed, each bar seems to spring
out of the X axis.

When a value changes, the bar (or the pint on the curve) pro-
gressively moves to its new value.
These animations are available for the following types of charts:
bar chart, line chart, air chart, bubble chart
The result is really enticing for the end user!

The graphic is built dynamically (optional), which produces a
great effect! 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Additional possibilities for configuration and visual effects, always
appreciated by end users.
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This is a chart! This is
a WINDEV bar chart
that relies on some of
the new features in ver-
sion 19.
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Ability to remove the 
X and Y axes 

For aesthetic reasons, sometimes you don’t want to show the
axes of a chart.
Version 19 allows you to mask one or both axes.
(see previous page, the screen shot on the top right: the axes
have been removed).

The bar chart doesn’t show any axes!

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Display lighter charts.
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Image as chart 
background  

An image can be used for a chart background.
A wizard helps you select the background image.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Dress up your charts.
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Drawing a chart in an
image type variable 

Usually, a chart is displayed in a chart control.
In version 19, you can request display in an Image type variable.
The Image variable can then be handled by programming, in a
web service for instance.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ability to manipulate a chart’s image in memory.
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Histogram: different
color for each bar  

In version 19, it is possible to define a specific color for each
bar, even inside a series.

The color of each bar in a bar chart can be set.

In version 19, the color of each bar in a bar chart can be defi-
ned by programming.
The grColorCategory function lets you directly color
the bars based on their index in the chart.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Very granular settings for bar charts.

ENVIRONMENT:
DEVELOP IN THE
CLOUD
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Your projects in the
cloud: develop 
everywhere, develop in
distributed teams

Version 19 offers you the ability to store and share your projects
directly in the cloud (subscription required).
This way you can access your projects from any computer, at
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WINDEV 19 respects your existing assets.
No migration is needed between WINDEV 7.5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
14, 15, 16, 17 or 18 and WINDEV 19: all you have to do is re-
compile the application for it to work in version 19.
Switching from WEBDEV 7, 9,10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 or 18
to WEBDEV 19 is also very easy.

Existing components (version 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 or
18) work directly (without the need to recompile) with applica-
tions in version 19.

Version 19 directly opens a project in version 7.5, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 14, 15, 16, 17 or 18. Older projects (5.5, ...) must be migra-
ted.

And of course, different versions of your environments can coexist
on your PC; a version 19 license can also run older versions (18,
17, 16, 15, 14, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7.5, 5.5,...) 

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH EARLIER VERSIONS

any time, from anywhere. 
Provided that you’re authorized to, of course!
No equipment, no server to configure, maintain or manage.
Working with distributed teams is much easier.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Access your projects from anywhere in the world. 
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Control Centers in the
cloud

Version 19 offers you the ability to store and share data in the
Control Centers in the cloud: Project Monitoring Center, Quality
Control Center, Messaging Center.
From the cloud, you manage contributors, groups, require-
ments, tasks, messages, bugs, suggestions ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Monitor your projects from anywhere in the world. 
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Your environment’s 
configuration follows
you everywhere thanks 
to the cloud 

Change computer and find your exact configuration for your
WINDEV (or WEBDEV, or WINDEV Mobile) environment; it’s
now possible thanks to the storing of your configuration in the
cloud (subscription required).
Open WINDEV, enter your login and password, and here you
are, instantly home.
Environment position, size and location of the windows, cus-
tom-menu, custom buttons, last open projects, even the list of
recent files is up to date!

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Working on the go has never been this easy!
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Optimized SCM 
SCM (Source Code Manager) is the cornerstone of team work.
As you know, the WINDEV, WEBDEV and WINDEV Mobile’s
SCM goes much farther than any other third-party tool by ma-
naging not only your source code, but also windows, reports,
analysis, queries ...
SCM is also used for storing and sharing projects in the cloud.
In version 19, SCM is optimized to offer a simpler operating
mode, and faster data retrieval.
For large projects, the speed of opening the project for the first
time has improved by 80%.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
In version 19, SCM becomes simpler and faster.
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ENVIRONMENT
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64-bit editors: unlimited
memory

The WINDEV, WEBDEV and WINDEV Mobile editors are availa-
ble both in 32-bit and 64-bit versions.
The 64-bit version offers more memory to serenely manage
large size projects.
Projects larger than 2,000 windows and 1,000 pages are easier
to edit.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Take advantage of the unlimited memory in 64-bit mode.
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Opening speed of large
projects: gain of 90%

The project opening is faster in version 19, on large size projects
and for a large number of special cases, such as sharing the
same computer among several developers, the presence of bro-
ken references (a query uses a data file (table) deleted from the
analysis), the presence of over 100,000 files in the project direc-
tory (backups), etc...
Gains recorded on some large size projects are greater than
90%.
These gains also carry over to the compilation phase.
Tell us how much time you saved in an email to projectope-
ning19@windev.com

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Your environment opens faster and compiles faster.
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Ribbon: bar code, chart,
splitter

In version 19, the editor’s ribbon has fully matured.
Already very enjoyable and very efficient, the ribbon becomes
even more compelling in version 19!
The few choices that were still missing from the ribbons have
been added: bar code, chart, splitter (window separator) ...
A large number of choices have been simplified and become
more intuitive.

Access to traditional menus is, of course, still available.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Accessing functionalities in the editor has never been faster
thanks to the ribbon!
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Ribbon: custom «shortcut»
buttons

On the left, my shortcut icons

In the editors, the ribbon lets you customize buttons (on the top
left of the ribbon) for instant access to your favorite choices.
Prior to version 19, the number of these «shortcut» buttons
was limited to 9. In version 19, these go up to 18.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Each developer will be able to customize his or her ribbon.
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Project dashboard as 
widgets

The project’s dashboard: fully configurable

The environment’s dashboard evolves drastically.
(Caution: Don’t confuse this new feature with the new Dash-
board control that is available for your WINDEV applications). 
Its look has been turned upside down in version 19, for better
satisfaction.
The dashboard’s elements are now presented as widgets, which
you can easily configure, move, resize or delete.
This way only information you care about will be displayed.

The dashboard lets you display widgets about:
• the project overview
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PROJECT DASHBOARD



• the project statistics: number of windows, lines of code per
developer, ...

• incidents
• tasks
• the current status of the project’s automated test
• the code audit, static audit
• the result of the last dynamic audit for the last GO
• the list of elements checked-out from SCM
• the result of the action plans for continuous integration
• quick preview of the latest profiling
• analysis of the executable’s size
• status of the components used by the project
• the display of the custom menu commands
• links to documents
• the date for the last extraction and re-integration for WDMSG
• ...

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
In version 19, the project dashboard offers a custom view of each
project.
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Miscellaneous
Among the new features for the editors, developers using ver-
sion 19 benefit from:
• converting a text to uppercase: the Ctrl + SHIFT + M key com-

bination lets you convert a text into uppercase or lowercase,
respecting the accentuation.

• internal component: an option in the project explorer allows
you to hide the empty branches.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The editors are more user friendly in version 19.
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PROJECT DASHBOARD 4 DETAILED WIDGETS

PROJECT
OVERVIEW

PROFILER

STATIC AUDITSCM

WINDOW EDITOR
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Easier numeric control
editing

In version 19, editing numeric controls becomes more visual.
The mask is defined either by selecting from a list of choices, or
by entering the number of decimals before and after the sepa-
rator, or by entering the size of the variable, or using a specific
mask (file size, ...)

Editing numeric masks becomes easier

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Entering numeric mask is more user friendly.
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Generation of window
prototype, «MyWindow
Procedure»

Prototype generated in the «global declarations»

When creating a window, the editor automatically generates
the window declaration prototype.
The prototype is located in the «Global declaration» process of
the window.
This prototype is used for defining the potential parameters that
the window will take.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Entering parameters for the window is faster, and beginners
know where to type them!
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Preventing the change of
parent in edit 

In the editor, a new edit parameter lets you specify that a
control cannot be associated with another container control
(tab, supercontrol, ...)
This prevents a control from being inadvertently associated with
another container control when moved.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Prevent a control from being associated with a container by error.
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Visualization of the 
overloaded styles used

A control style’s properties can be overloaded.
The list of styles used by a window indicates the number of
overloads for each style in the window.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Allows you to check that the number of overload is reasonable.
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REPORT EDITOR
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Anchors in reports
The concept of anchors is being introduced to the report editor.
A report will therefore be able to switch from «Landscape» to
«Portrait» without having to be rewritten!
The report automatically adapts to the paper’s type and size
thanks to anchors.

The same report, printed in portrait and in landscape, 
thanks to control anchors

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Anchors in reports allow you to change the paper’s format or
page orientation while keeping the right layout, without having
to create several versions for the report.
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Sophisticated borders
Borders evolve in the report editor.
A large number of new settings are being introduced.
You can define a different thickness for each border, as well as
a different color and style.
Rounded corner can be define for each corner.

Defining a rounded corner in the editor

If the color of each rounder corner is different, a gradient is au-
tomatically created for the border. The border is edited either
via the 7-tab technology, or in a WYSIWYG editor.
Of course, keeping the SHIFT key down lets you create symme-
trical rounded corners.

A report with a sophisticated border (the 4 corners can of course
be rounded!)

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Greater visual variety!
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New Gantt control in 
reports

The new Gantt control in version 19 (see new feature 004 to
008) can be printed in reports.
If the report is too large to fit on a single sheet of paper, the
user can print it over several pages that can then be assembled
(like you would do for a spreadsheet).
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Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Gantt: easy to create, easy to print!
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Report: printing over 
several pages

A table report (for instance) can be very large, and notably lar-
ger than a sheet of paper.
Now you can specify that a report will print over several pages.
The end user will only have to assemble the pages.
The print preview is WYSIWYG.

A 2 page-wide report

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Large table are readable!
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Treeview table
The «treeview table» report is available in the report editor in
version 19.
It works like the table report, that is it can be printed over seve-
ral sheets of paper.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Printing treeview tables is extremely easier in version 19.
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Print the report in the
language of your choice

Before version 19, when a report needed to be printed in a dif-
ferent language than the application, you needed to change
the application’s language itself! This could be annoying ...
Starting with version 19, you can change the print language of
one or more reports (for example print an invoice in French
from an English language application).
The iPrintingNation function is being introduced for this pur-
pose.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
It is easier to print reports in another language than the applica-
tion.
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Internal control indent,
configurable for each
control

The internal indent of a control can now be defined for each in-
dividual control, and not just globally for the report.
This provides for a cleaner look for your reports.

Sophisticated border around the address

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
in version 19, the report controls are even more customizable.
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How long is my foot in cm?
print using English units

Reports can be printed using the metric or English unit system:
inches, feet, ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
No need to perform conversion anymore, inch or cm, the choice
is yours!
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Planes in reports
The notion of «plane» is being introduced in the report editor.
This avoids having to create substitution blocks.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Version 19 gets you going!
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Support for the SVG 
vectorial image format

The SVG graphic format is supported in report starting with ver-
sion 19.
This format allows for resizing without loss of definition.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Optimum print quality thanks to the vector format.
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Initial value for a bar
code

Useful little details, a bar code can be initialized directly from
the «7 tabs».
An Internet address in a QRC code can for instance be entered
directly in the editor.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Less code, less risks of error!
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Visualization of block
pairs

In sophisticated reports, it can be hard to distinguish between
the beginning and the end of a block: break..
The editor in version 19 offers to highlight the beginning and
end of the selected block.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
It is easier to understand reports structure after the fact (revie-
wing somebody else’s code for instance).
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PDF as background image:
improved definition

A report can use a background image. The most common case
is an administrative form that is used for the generated PDF.
In version 19, the print quality of this image is notably impro-
ved.

Before: the form could be fuzzy

Now, in version 19: the form is sharp

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reports with PDF in their background look sharper.
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Generate «high-quality»
PDF

In version 19, the iParameterPDF function accepts a new para-
meter that allows you to generate high-quality PDF; there’s no
optimization, therefore no loss of quality for the images.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
PDF reports are sharper looking.
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States: image and chart
transparency 

Version 19 of the report editor supports transparency in image
type controls. The image has simply to be in PNG format.
When a chart control doesn’t have a background, transparency
is also active.
Overlaying a clipped image coming from a database over a
background is now possible with version 19.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Layouts can be even more sophisticated.
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Printed chart background
image

The report editor’s chart control supports background images in
charts.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Sophisticated charts are printed. 
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Lower memory 
consumption

The execution of reports in your applications has been optimi-
zed, and consumes less memory.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reduces the amount of memory used, always useful in 32-bit
mode.

DATA MODEL 
EDITOR 
(DATA SCHEMA)

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

Hier archy of data file
groups

The data file (table) descriptions can be grouped in the data
model editor. 
In version 19, you can nest groups among themselves, create a
tree structure for data files (tables) .
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Some WLanguage functions now can apply to group of files:
HCreationIfNotFound, HChangeConnection, etc...
When editing a group, links toward data files  (tables) external
to the group are shown.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Grouping files with version 19, makes it easier to work with them
both in the editor and in your code.
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Modernized assistants
The user-friendliness of the data model editor has been revisi-
ted.
Over 70 planes have been modernized, simplified.
Defining data structures has never been any simpler.

The assistants have be revised

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Definition and modification of the data structures made easier.
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Automatic encryption
mode

A new HFSQL data file (table) encryption mode is being introdu-
ced: the «automatic» mode, set by default when describing a
new data file.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Encryption is ensured when calling the hPass function.

DLNA: CONTROL
TV SETS  (UPnP)

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

DLNA in version 19
DLNA means Digital Living Network Alliance, which is a collabo-
rative trade organization that is responsible for defining inter-
operability guidelines to enable sharing of digital media
between multimedia devices.
DLNA relies on existing network connection methods: Ethernet
and Wi-Fi.
Thanks to the support for this standard in WINDEV 19, it is easy
to use WINDEV for writing applications that communicate with
a TV or a fridge!
DLNA is a subset of UPnP.
Among the possible actions, the developer has the ability to:
• List the devices around
• List the DLNA services of a device
• Start playing a video on a TV
• Adjust the brightness, volume, contrast, focus
• Trigger actions specific to the device
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Communicate!
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Evolution of the 
WLanguage for DLNA

WLanguage evolves to support DLNA natively.
New functions and new types are being introduced.
UPNPSearchDevice Finds a device based on its unique name (UDN).
UPNPExecuteAction Executes a UPNP action.
UPNPListContent Lists the files and directories of a UPNP device.
UPNPListDevice Lists the UPNP devices available in a network.
UPNPMediaStop Stops reading the media on the UPNP device.
UPNPMediaPlay Starts reading the current media on the UPNP device.
UPNPMediaOpen Opens a media on a UPNP device.
UPNPMediaPause Pauses the reading of the current media on the UPNP de-

vice.
UPNPModifyContrast Modifies the contrast of a UPNP device.
UPNPModifyBrightness Modifies the brightness of a UPNP device.
UPNPModifyMute Modifies the Mute state of a UPNP device.
UPNPModifySharpness Modifies the sharpness of a UPNP device.
UPNPModifyVolume Modifies the volume of a UPNP device.
UPNPGetContrast Gets the contrast level of a UPNP device.
UPNPGetBrightness Gets the brightness of a UPNP device.
UPNPGetMute Gets the Mute state of a UPNP device.
UPNPGetSharpness Gets the sharpness of a UPNP device.
UPNPGetVolume Gets the volume of a UPNP device.

3 new WLanguage types are available:
upnpDevice                          New WLanguage type describing a UPNP device
UPNPService                        New WLanguage type describing a UPNP service
UPNPImage                          New WLanguage type describing a UPNP image

SCM (TEAM
WORK)

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

SCM in the cloud
SCM enables secure and easy team work.
Version 19 lets you easily put the SCM database directly in the
cloud (subscription required).
All the developers in the team will then have constant access to
projects, regardless where they’re physically located.
The developer simply needs an Internet connection to read and
write in the SCM.
If no Internet connection is available, the developer can always
work locally on his or her computer.
The source code repository will then be updated later when an
Internet connection is available.
A developer is never stuck.

With SCM in the cloud, distributed teams can remain up to
date easily.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Constant access for the entire team, regardless of where every-
body is located. Automatic backup.
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SCM optimization for the
cloud

The use of SCM in the cloud is done via an Internet connection.
The speed of this Internet connection may vary.
In order to make working remotely more attractive, version 19
of SCM improves and optimizes remote accesses.
SCM is faster during remote accesses in version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A faster access to SCM allows for faster access to the application’s
source code.
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Favorites
In version 19, SCM finally supports «favorites». 
When several hundred projects are stored in SCM, these favo-
rites are real lifesavers to easily find your project!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Quick selection of the desired project.

WLANGUAGE

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

New «Record» type
The new Record type allows you to handle data file records
(table rows).
It becomes easier to store records (rows) in memory, to compare
them, etc.

PROCEDURE WIN_VIPCustomerManagement()
CurrentCustomer is Record of Customer
CurrentCustomer = Customer
IF CurrentCustomer.VIP = True THEN

ProcessSpecialCustomer(CurrentCustomer) 
END

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Power and ease of use for handling records (rows).
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Creating icons, 
modifying icons

In version 19,  the new dSaveImageICO function lets you save a
file in .ico format, which is the format for icons.
The new WLanguage Icon type lets you describe the informa-
tion needed to define an icon.
Here are the properties that describe an icon:
Image: Array containing the images for each format of the icon.
The dimensions or the images provided are kept. The system
will choose by default the best suited image based on its di-
mensions and number of colors.
Format: format of each image of the icon. The supported for-
mats are BMP  (icoFormatBMP constant) and PNG (icoFor-
matPNG constant).
TransparencyColor: transparency color of each image of the
icon.

A text has been added to the icon on the right

Icon examples

It becomes easy to create new icons, but also to load existing
icons, modify them and save them again.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Creating and modifying icons becomes child’s play.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

Native JSON in 
WLanguage 

JSON is a data exchange format, used mainly with Internet
browser, where JavaScript interprets this format natively.
The Serialize and Deserialize functions let you serialize
and deserialize structures and classes in JSON format without
having to code this serialization.
WLanguage now interprets JSON natively, which allows you to
directly read the response of a REST web service.

Native JSON serialization in WLanguage

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Avoid dozens of lines of code, just REST!
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Enumerations and combi-
nations new possibilities

Enumerations and combinations allow you to use a set of va-
lues in one or more variables, and to restrict the variable to only
these values.
This is an added security, augmented with the auto-completion
in the code editor.
Version 19 brings in its crop of useful new features:
• use of enumerations and combinations as window return va-

lues
• ability to declare a constant and assign it a value from an en-

umeration or combination
• ability to directly retrieve the value associated with an enume-

ration or a combination
• ..Name property for obtaining the original name of an en-

umeration’s value, or all the names of a combination’s options
separated by «+»

• EnumerationFromName retrieves an enumeration value known
by its name

• the CombinationFromName function builds a combination of
options from the option names separated by «+»

• The EnumerationCheckName function checks that a string is
found in an enumeration

• The EnumerationFromValue function retrieves an enumera-
tion value known via its associated value

• The CombinationFromValue function builds a combination of
options from the associated values of the combined options

• The EnumerationCheckValuefunction checks that an enume-
ration value known by its associated value exists

• The CombinationCheckName function checks that a combina-
tion of options can be built from the option names separated
by «+»

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ability to store the name of a enumeration or combination in a
data file.
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Saving images in 
Tiff format

The Tiff format is a common format for storing images.
Version 19 lets you directly save images in Tiff format.
A Tiff image can contain several pages (several frames): 
this type of images is supported.
The new WLanguage Tiff type lets you describe the various
parameters for the image.
Reading an existing Tiff image fills out the Tiff type’s informa-
tion.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Managing Tiff format becomes extremely easy!
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Buffer initialization
In version 19, a buffer can be directly initialized when it is decla-
red:
buf is buffer=[0x01,0x02,0x03]
The initialization in a single line of a buffer type variable reduces
the overall number of code lines.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Fewer number of code lines.
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Automatic «continue»
label executed for each
loop iter ation

The Continue WLanguage keyword lets you exit the current ite-
ration, and go back to the beginning of the loop. The code lo-
cated after the Continue keyword is not executed.
The new Continue: label lets you define a piece of code that
will always be executed in the loop, whether the iteration is
fully executed or a Continue keyword is called.

HReadFirst(CUSTOMER,CustomerNum)
WHILE NOT HOut(CUSTOMER)

// process..
// ...
IF NOT CUSTOMER.CurrentAuthorized THEN

CONTINUE
END
// process..
// ...
CONTINUE:
HReadNext(CUSTOMER)

END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Compact syntax for customizing loop code.
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Automatic «break» label
executed when exiting a
loop

The BREAK WLanguage keyword lets you interrupt the execu-
tion of a loop. 
Sometimes you need to interrupt the execution of a loop from
different places in the code while still executing some common
code. 
In version 19 the new BREAK: label lets you define the code
common to all the exit cases of a loop. 
This code is only executed if the exit from the loop is accompli-
shed by an BREAK statement and not a regular exit from the
loop.
Example:

LastName is string
FirstName is string
FOR ALL Customer

// first search condition
IF CheckCondition1(Customer) THEN

BREAK
END
// second search condition
IF CheckCondition2(Customer) THEN

BREAK
END

BREAK:
LastName = Customer.LastName
FirstName = Customer.FirstName

END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
No more acrobatics to write common code when exiting a loop
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Exiting several loop 
levels 

Several If or nested loops?
How to exit several levels in just one instruction?
Break(3), and voilà, I just exited 3 levels...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplified algorithm.
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OOP: «Abstract method»
An abstract method is a method that must absolutely be redefi-
ned in the derived classes. 
WLanguage now lets you define this type of method to im-
prove object oriented design and coding.
Example: 

PROCEDURE ABSTRACT AMethod()
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Improvement of object oriented design and coding
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OOP: «abstract class»
An abstract class is a base class that groups behaviors common
to several classes. 
A class is abstract when it is declared as such or if one of its me-
thods is abstract. 

AClass is Class, abstract
An abstract class cannot be instantiated. 
This type of class also allows you to implement «interface» des-
ign patterns.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
More granular class hierarchy.
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OOP: «serialize» attribute
This new attribute in version 19 lets you define the members
that should not be serialized. 
The benefit is that it reduces the size of the serialized data block
and the time it takes to serialize/deserialize by avoiding seriali-
zing elements that don’t need it.
Use example:

Person is Class
LastName is string
FirstName is string
DateOfBirth is date
Age is int <Serialize=False>

END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Optimize the size and speed for serializations by eliminating un-
needed elements.
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Evolution of the Compile
option

The Compile function lets you dynamically compile code in your
applications. Historically, the function accepts two parameters:
the name of the procedure and the code of the procedure to
compile.
A new syntax, much more readable, doesn’t take a procedure
name as parameter, and returns a procedure type variable.
Starting the process is simpler.

Formula is Procedure
Formula=Compile(«RETURN COL2+3*COL5»)
Formula()

In addition, since this procedure is referenced by a Procedure
type variable, it has access to all the features of the language
for manipulating procedures: callback, property ..Process (see
new feature 011), ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The Compile function is easier to use, and more powerful.
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contains and ends opera-
tors: exact or flexible?
[=] [~] [~~] =] ~] ~~] 

Version 19 introduces two new operators to complement the
«starts with» one (already available): «contains»and «ends
with».
These operators let you test whether a string is found in the
analyzed string, or if a string ends the analyzed string.
The test can be precise (exact match), or more or less flexible ... 
The first level of flexibility is: not case sensitive and ignore hea-
ding and trailing spaces.
The second level is: not sensitive to case, accents and punctua-
tion...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Comparing strings has become even easier.
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«for each» on string, with
several separators 

A For each command on a string (a text file ...) lets you cut a
string based on a given separator: CR for instance.
In version 19, you can now specify several separators: CR, TAB,
comma, ...

FOR EACH STRING sLine OF sBuffer SEPARATED BY [CR,TAB]
END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier string handling.
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On... do
The new syntax, On ... Do of version 19, lets the developers
joining the large WLanguage developer community keep some
of their old habits!
The On statement applies to data files, structures and classes.

You don’t need to prefix the names of the items with the name of
the file, the names of the members with the name of variable, etc.
ON Customer DO

LastName = EDT_LastName
FirstName = EDT_FirstName

END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Compatibility with old programming habits.
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Procedure parameter: 
directly use project 
elements 

This new capability of WLangugae in version 19 lets you create
functions that use project element names, without having to
pass these elements as string.
The element is recognized by the compiler, syntactically colored
and benefits from automatic renaming.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ability to create a procedure that takes a window name, a control
name. a file name, ... as parameter.
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Overload the open 
function

Thanks to the previous new feature, you can now in version 19
overload the WLanguage Open function.
For example you can store a trace of the open windows, count
the number of open windows, manage specific window
contexts, etc...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ability to customize the Open function.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

Multiple variable 
initializations

This new syntax in version 19 lets you declare and initialize se-
veral variables in a single line of code.
X,Y,Z are int = (1,2,3)
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reduces the number of lines of code.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

Multiple variable 
assignments

In version 19, several variables can be assigned at the same
time. 
(X,Y,Z) = (1,2,3)
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reduces the number of lines of code.
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Multiple return values
In version 19, a procedure can now send back several return va-
lues.

PROCEDURE RetrieveOrderInformation()
…
RESULT (Orders.Total, Orders.TotalWTaxes, 

Orders.OrderDate)

Return values are retrieved thanks to a multiple assignment.

(Price, PriceWTaxes, Date) = RetrieveOrderInformation()
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
This type of programming is easier to read than passing results via
parameters; less risks of bugs.
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New DateTimeValid 
function

The new DateTimeValid function lets you make sure a date or
a time is valid in a single operation.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simpler code.
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modify a control process
via programming

The new ..Process property (also see new feature 011) lets
you modify processes to execute during an event on a control.
The code can be defined by programming, and integrated into
the control’s chosen process.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
This lets you create generic processes via programming.
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New time zone functions
As their name suggests the two new functions DateTimeTime-
ZoneToLocal and DateTimeLocalToTimeZone enable you to
convert local dates and times into dates and times in another
time zone, and vice versa.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplified programming.
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scanning a document and
saving it (PDF or Tiff) in a
single WLanguage line

The new WLanguage functions TwainToPDF and TwainToTiff
let you scan and save a one-page or multiple-page document in
a single line of code.
The scan can be saved as a PDF, or as a (single-page or multi-
page) Tiff image.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Digitization becomes easier.
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Increment.. a text string
The StringIncrement function lets you increment a number lo-
cated at the end (or beginning) of a string.
For example «File001» to «File002».
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Convenient!
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Email: easily add/read
advanced information in
the header

In version 19, it becomes easy to retrieve or add information to
mail thanks to the new emailHeader advanced WLanguage
type.
For example:
• spam information (anti-spam tags),
• information about the route taken by the email when sent,
• custom information, like custom tags
• etc..
Sample code for listing all the header’s entries:

header is EmailHeader
FOR ECH header OF MyEmail..Header

TableAddLine(TABLE_Headers,header.Name,header.Value)
END
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Very granular email management.
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sorting associative 
arrays 

Version 19 lets you sort an associative array according to the
key or value contained in the array.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The reading of the array can be sorted.
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SocketConnectSSL with
client certificate

When connecting to a socket server, the socket server can ask
the client to authenticate itself with a certificate. 
This allows the server to authenticate the client connecting, and
to check that it is authorized to access the server.
This verification is done via the new Client Certificate parameter
of the SocketConnectSSL function.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Secure connection.
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PDF: improved merge
The pdfMerge WLanguage function lets  you merge PDF docu-
ments, regardless whether these documents were created in
WINDEV or not.

In version 19, new PDF generation versions are supported (nota-
bly versions 1.5).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for new PDF versions.
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Evolution of the «Now»
function 

The Now function automatically returns the information that the
process is expecting. 
For example, if the process expects a date, Now returns a date. If
the process expects a date-time, Now returns a «datetime».
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplified code.
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Evolution of the fCopyFile
and fCopyDir functions

The fCopyFile and fCopyDir functions accept an additional
parameter: a procedure in call back. 
If the callback procedure returns fcIgnore, the copy of the cur-
rent element will not happen.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ability to easily filter in file and directory copies.
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New URLExtractPath
function

The new URLExtractPath function extracts the various sections
of a string containing a URL: protocol, domain, resource, user,
password ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Convenient! 
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additional constant for
SysDir

The SysDir function takes a lot of new parameters in version
19.
It becomes possible to get the directories that contain the following
data: data to burn, history, local resources, network shortcuts, printer
shortcuts, x86 application installation directory, installation directory of
the common elements for x86 applications, shared music, shared
images, shared videos, resources, x86 system directory, user account
images, application shortcuts, contacts, hardware metadata store, do-
cument library, game tasks, implicit application shortcuts, libraries,
links, application data rules, music library, original images, photo al-
bums, image library, reading list, 64-bit application installation direc-
tory, installation directory of the common elements for 64-bit
applications, public data, downloads, quick launch bar shortcuts, TV re-
cording library, rings, tile images for itineraries, tile data for itineraries,
music samples, image samples, reading list samples, video samples,
game backups, search backups, screen captures, gadgets, shortcuts
pinned by the user, user application installation directory, installation di-
rectory of the common elements for user applications, video library,
user profiles ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The SysDir function is much more powerful.
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FTP: new functions 
The 3 new functions FTPExist, FTPDateTime, FTPParameter let
you simplify your code.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Fewer lines of code.
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New ThreadEnd function
The new ThreadEnd function lets you interrupt the thread
where it is called, from anywhere in the thread.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy to stop a thread!
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customizing an error 
process in the debugging
phase

The new dbgOnError function lets you customize the error pro-
cessing to perform when an error is triggered in the debug
code (dbgAssert, dbgError, dbgCheck functions).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Improve your defensive programming techniques!
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. When PC SOFT prints «paper» documents, PC SOFT, the
paper supplier or the printer, (FSC - Forest Stewardship Council
- certified and PEFC - Program for the Endorsement of Forrest
Certification - certified) replants as many trees as used for the
printing. The FSC label was created by the FSC NGO, which in-
cludes among others Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth and the
WWF. For example printing 100,000 copies of a 68-page docu-

mentation on glossy paper consumes 10 trees: PC SOFT or the
printer has 10 trees replanted immediately. Also, we favor pulp
coming mainly from recycled wood (from furniture mills for ins-
tance) and from controlled forest clearing. Also our products are
available without packaging or paper documentation on request.
A license for 10 developers can be supplied upon request with
only 2 sets of paper documentation for instance.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

258 ADDITIONAL FEATURES!

226 new constants, 22 new properties and 10 new types have
not been counted when tallying the new features. Check out
these 258 new features in the online help, available on the In-
ternet when version 19 is released.
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Slpitting files

The new fSplit, fMerge functions let you split, merge and
group files.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Operations on files?

WEB SERVICES
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Web Service: easier 
parameter passing.

The use of Web services is simplified in version 10.
As an option, the parameters expected by the Web service pro-
cedures don’t need to be encapsulated in a structure.
The parameters are directly passed during the call.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Using Web services in WLanguage is simpler.
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Support for SPNEGO 
authentications

A Web service may require an authentication.
In order to not transmit the user name and password in clear
(with http), the client must obtain an authentication token from
the network directory (Active Directory).
The new ..Domain property lets you specify the network direc-
tory to use for automatically obtaining this token, without any
additional coding.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
NTLM or Kerberos authentication in Web services.
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Sharepoint access

Easy access to Sharepoint can be accomplished with the Web
services of version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Sharepoint access

CODE EDITOR
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Code Line History what’s
been modified, here and
elsewhere?

The code editor stores the date and author of the last modifica-
tion of each line of code.
Version 19 goes much farther.
This version displays a «diff» of the line: current content, and
content before modification.

Note that the project should be located in SCM.
The display of this «diff» is done via a popup menu or by pres-
sing F6.
You can easily consult the modification history.
It is also possible to see the modifications performed by the au-
thor the same day.
Why was this modification done? Correction of a bug? Program
evolution? 
The popup menu automatically displays the bug forms and the
tasks performed when checking in the modification! 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A developer can see what has been modified in each single line of
code of the project.
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OOP: easy creation of
class properties

The creation of class properties is now done directly through an
intuitive visual interface.
The ribbon offers a «New property» command that lets you
create properties.
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It lets you specify whether the property created is read/write,
read only or write.
The ribbon enables you to choose the member on which to
base the property, the property visibility (public, private, protec-
ted).
The code needed for implementing the property is automati-
cally generated.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy to create properties.
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Compilation error? 
always active completion!

Before version 19, a syntax error at compilation time would
stop the code editor’s auto completion.
This was annoying.
In version 19, even in case of a compilation error, the automatic
completion is kept.
The developer can keep typing his code with the expected assis-
tance, without having to correct the compilation error right
away.

Bug? yes, but the completion will be active!

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Unnecessary operations avoided! 
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completion on the data
sources 

In version 19, the code editor offers the automatic completion
on data sources: data files (table) and queries.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Input without errors.
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Collapsing a piece of
code

A developer sometime wants to «collapse» a specific piece of
code.
The new //Block and //End commands let you define your
own code sections to collapse.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A tailored code presentation...

DEBUGGER
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Debugger: automatic du-
plicate elimination

During a debugging phase, if the same variable appears several
times in the debugger visualization, it is only displayed once.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Clearer display.
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Debugger: ability to 
define the instruction 
to execute by moving the 
yellow arrow

During a debugging phase, you can define the instruction to
execute: you can go back because you’ve passed the code to
analyze («F8» too fast for instance!).
When the debugger is waiting, position the yellow arrow with
the mouse, and voilà!

Simply move the yellow arrow to indicate which instruction to
execute

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier operations.
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Debugger: 
item visualization

The items (columns) of the current record (row) for the data
files (tables) and queries are now directly visible in the debug-
ger. 
You don’t need to open the data source window anymore.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster debugging for database searches and reads.
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Debugger: 
query visualization

In version 19, you can directly view the content of a query from
the debugger window.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier application tuning.
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Search: evolutions
The search feature inside the project is already very rich and po-
werful.
In version 19, search enables you to find additional elements:
• automatic procedures
• preset actions
• processes containing errors and/or automatic exceptions
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
I search, WINDEV 19 finds!

XML
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Support for xsd 
inclusions

The «import» and «include» tags from XSD schemas are sup-
ported.
These tags allow you to reference other schemas in the current
schema.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily reference other XSD schemas in the current schema.

AUDIT FOR 
OPTIMIZATION
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Systematic dynamic audit
(or not)

For each GO (window or project test), by default, an automatic
audit of the program execution is done in the background, wi-
thout slowing down the execution.
The status report is displayed in the project dashboard (see new
feature 053).
Of course this feature can be disabled.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
This incredible functionality is no longer lost in a corner of the en-
vironment.
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Static audit
The static audit now detects queries on data files (tables) that
don’t exist anymore in the analysis (data schema), or in reports.
it also flags reports with integrated code, even though it is not
necessary: compilation will be faster.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Detects obsolete queries.
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HYPERFILESQL
HFSQL
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HyperFileSQL becomes
HFSQL

HyperFileSQL changes name and becomes HFSQL.
What an evolution since the first version in 1989!
To simplify its name, the database becomes HFSQL, a name al-
ready used by many developers and database managers. 
HFSQL and HyperFileSQL are fully compatible, in Classic, net-
work, Client/Server, cloud, embedded modes.
Let’s remember that HFSQL is the only database in the world
compatible in Windows, Linux, iOS, MacOS, Android, regardless
of the use mode: classic, embedded, cloud, client/server. 
To move a database from a Windows server to Android (for
example), all you have to do is copy the database and its in-
dexes, and everything is operating straightaway!

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the name for this powerful multi-platform data-
base.
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HFSQL is «ACID»
ACID is the acronym for Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and
Durability.
Thanks to the new features presented below, version 19 of
HFSQL becomes «ACID»!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
HFSQL offers increased support for industry standards.
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Isolation of HFSQL 
transactions

Transaction isolation follow the established standard in version
19 of HFSQL.
New transaction modes are available and allow you to choose
the behavior that HFSQL Client/Server must follow when a
transaction is happening or ending.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Transactions become more powerful.
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HFSQL: revolutionized
transactions

HFSQL Client/Server 19 offers 4 isolation modes for transac-
tions.
• Unvalidated data (READ UNCOMMITTED)
• Validated data (READ COMMITTED)
• Instant transaction photography (REPEATABLE READ)
• Serializable transaction (SERIALIZABLE).
These 4 transaction modes let you set the isolation level. They
are detailed in the next paragraphs.
Each computer decides the type of transaction it uses, for each
transaction. For data modified by several computer at the same
time, the data read by the computer depends on the transac-
tion mode this computer has chosen, and not on the transac-
tion modes that the computers modifying the data have
chosen.
Each client has only one active transaction at a given time, for a
given connection and HFSQL context.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The application’s creator choose the method that corresponds
best to the process to execute, and the data that he wants to ex-
pose to other processes during a transaction.
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HFSQL: «read uncommit-
ted» tr ansaction (read
not-yet-committed data)

In the «read uncommitted» mode, when a computer starts a
transaction, the other computers read the data as soon as it is
modified, and not once the transaction has been validated.
Even though the transaction hasn’t been validated by its pro-
cess, the other computers and processes read the modified ver-
sion of the data. 
If the transaction is canceled, the other computers will have in-
valid data.
This read mode is usually called «dirty-read mode».
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Read unvalidated data
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HFSQL: «read commitetd»
transaction

In the «Read committed» mode, as long as the transaction
hasn’t validated its process, the other computers and processes
read the original (before modification) version of the data. 
The modifications are only visible to the other computers after
the transaction has been validated.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Read validated data.
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HFSQL: «repeatable read»
transaction

This transaction mode is quite spectacular, and addresses special
needs.
In the «Repeatable read» mode, if my computer, which origina-
ted the transaction, reads the database again, it will see the
data in the state it was when the transaction started, 
even if other computers have validated transactions that modi-
fied the data. During the whole transaction, my computer reads
a «snapshot» of the database that was taken when the transac-
tion started,  and not the data validated by other computers
using the database.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Read data at a specific time.
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HFSQL: «serializable»
transaction

The «serializable» isolation level is the highest isolation level. It
is supported in version 19.
This type of transaction mimic a sequential execution of the
queries.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The most strict transaction mode.
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A computer A modifies a
record (a row) in a transac-
tion.
In this transaction, Anne
becomes Juliette.
The transaction is not vali-
dated yet.
Another computer B
reads the same record
(row).
In «Read uncommitted»
mode, it will read Juliette
A computer modifies A
modifies a record (a row)
in a transaction.
In this transaction, Anne
becomes Juliette.
The transaction is not vali-
dated yet.
Another computer B
reads the same record
(row).
In «read committed»
mode, it will read Anne
Two computers A and B
start a transaction.
In the first transaction for
computer A, Anne be-
comes Juliette.
The transaction is vaida-
ted.
The other computer, B
reads the same record
(row).
As long as it hasn’t valida-
ted its own transaction, in
«repeatable read» mode,
it will still read  Anne.

ISOLATION OF HFSQL TRANSACTIONS
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HFSQL: scheduling 
The creation of a task schedule in the HFSQL Control Center or
by programming can require to use server’s local time.
For example, the backup must be perform on a server in Sao
Paulo when it is 3 am in Sao Paulo.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Use the server’s local time.
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HFSQL server: reduced
memory consumption

The HFSQL server has been optimized in version 19. It
consumes less memory.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Memory optimization.
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64-bit Windows: free the
memory

The standard management of Windows disk caches in 64-bit
mode (totally independent from HFSQL) can create memory sa-
turation.
In version 19, the HFSQL servers define the system parameters
specific to 64-bit Windows so that its server memory is never
saturated. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The 64-bit Windows servers manage their memory better with
this setting.
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Android and iOS: automa-
tic assisted universal 
replication

In addition to Windows and Linux, the automatic assisted uni-
versal replication is now also available for the iOS (iPhone and
iPad) and Android mobile environments.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Replication available on mobile
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Cluster: hot backup 
The hot backup of a cluster is available in version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
No need to stop a node to perform a backup .
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HFSQL Control Center:
opening optimization

From the HFSQL control center, the listing of databases and
data files when connecting to a server is much faster now.
The gain can be up to 90%! 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better speed .
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Become more flexible
with version 19
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HFSQL Control Center:
compacting backups 

When creating backups with the HFSQL Control Center you can
specify that the backup must be compacted (zipped). 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reduction of the backup size .
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64-bit HFSQL ODBC driver
The ODBC driver of HFSQL is now available in 32-bit and 64-bit,
for both HFSQL Classic and Client/Server.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
External access to HFSQL in 64 bits .

SQL FUNCTIONS
OF HFSQL
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Select: ability to place
conditions in exit items of
the select

A new syntax used by the SELECT SQL command lets you place
one or more conditions in items (columns).

SELECT CustomerName, Age>18 AS Major FROM CUS-
TOMER>>
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
More powerful queries.
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Select query without
«from» or with dual table 

You can execute queries that don’t rely on data files (tables).
• Either by using the syntax without a from clause. Example:
SELECT TO_CHAR(12,’RN’)

• Or by using the virtual dual table. This virtual table only
contains one item (named «dummy»), and a single record
(row). Example:

SELECT CURRENT_DATE FROM DUAL
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Increased compatibility.
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Support for CHARACTER
VARYING and CHAR VA-
RYING

CHARACTER VARYING and CHAR VARYING are new syntax for de-
fining string type items (columns).
These are synonym with VARCHAR.
This syntax allows you to increase the interoperability of your
code with other databases that use this syntax.
Example:
CREATE TABLE MyTable ( LastName CHARACTER VARY-
ING(10),
FirstName CHAR VARYING (10) ) 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Increases interoperability with other databases.
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New SQL commands 
6 new SQL commands are being introduced in version 19:
• to_char: lets you format a number or a date
• overlay: replaces a sub-string
• btrim: deletes a sequence of characters either at the begin-

ning or the end of a string
• find_in_set: finds a string in a list of strings
• initcap: set the first letter to uppercase and the rest to lo-

wercase
• || operator: concatenates 2 strings.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
New SQL commands.

THIRD-PARTY 
DATABASES

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

New version of the native
access to SQL Server,
compatibility assured 

The native access to SQL Server (available separately) evolves
and adapts to new protocols supported by the new versions of
SQL Server (SQL Server 2014). 
Regardless of the SQL Server version, old or new, the PC SOFT
native access in version 19 is operational.
Your source code is identical regardless of the version.
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Unlike with other tools, you don’t need to perform any modifi-
cations, nor rewrite anything.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better support for SQL Server.
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64-bit Informix native ac-
cess

The native access connector for Informix (available separately) is
now available in 32-bit or 64-bit mode.
The programming is identical regardless of the execution mode.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for 64-bit native access to Informix.
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64-bit DB2 native access

The native access connector for DB2 (available separately) is
available in 32-bit or 64-bit mode.
The programming is identical regardless of the execution mode.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support of 64-bit native access to DB2.
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Native Progress Access:
better support for ver-
sion 11 of the client layer 

Support for version 11 of the client layer of the Progress data-
base via PC SOFT native access (available separately) has been
improved.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better support for Progress.

BIG DATA
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Using big data, NoSQL 
Big Data data management can be done with WINDEV or
WEBDEV.
A use example for Big Data via the MongoDB Nosql database is
provided.
This example illustrates how to program access to information
found in NoSQL Big Data type database.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
With WINDEV 19 you’re ready for Big Data. 
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Each update to version 19
entitles you to 15 inquiries
with the free PC SOFT Tech-
nical Support.
In version 19, your teams be-
nefit from the free technical
support!
You’re safe.

WINDEV 19
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Take advantage 
of the 119 new
features in 
version 19

Almost all the new features you’ve discove-
red in the previous pages are available in
WINDEV 19.
In addition to this impressive list of new
features, WINDEV 19 also offers the new
features detailed in this chapter.
Version 19 of WINDEV is really very rich!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new fea-
ture:
Hundreds of new features for WINDEV in version
19. 

W D  W B  W M

Virtualization: your
WINDEV projects in
the cloud

WINDEV 19 lets you store your projects in the cloud.
This allows your geographically distributed teams, or
when you need to access a remote site, to have access to the
up-to-date version of the project.
The projects remain up to date automatically, without any
additional constraints, without having to administer any
physical servers.
All the files located in the cloud are automatically encrypted.
An interesting detail: the configuration of the development
machine is stored in the cloud: when a developer opens a
WINDEV editor on a temporary computer, he instantly gets
his own configuration.

Note that the Control Centers are also accessible via thePCS-
Cloud Cloud.
See new features 045 to 047.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Virtualize your projects’ management in WINDEV 19.

CONTROLS
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Creating
controls by 
programming
In version 19, it is possible to create
controls via programming.
The new CreateControl function
lets you perform these creations.
It becomes possible to create UI or
parts of UI dynamically, without ha-
ving to clone controls.
You can also specify their processes.

This new function allows you to
manage special cases.
See new features 009 to 012.

Benefit provided by this version 19
new feature:

New control creation method.

W D  W B W M

New Gantt control
The new Gantt control lets you display tasks with their

sequence.
The new WLanguage TaskGantt type lets you describe the
tasks and their sequence.

The new Gantt family of functions lets you fill the control
and use it. See new features 004 to 008.
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The new «Gantt chart»  control

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Weeks of programming are avoided thanks to this new control:
imagine if you had to program it by hand!
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Easily create your dash-
boards

The new Dashboard control lets you present various pieces of
content encapsulated within the same window.
Dashboards are simply created by using widgets.
See new features 001 to 003

A dashboard is created using the «Widget» control.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy creation of dashboards.
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Charts 
WINDEV 19  benefits from the new «Waterfall» type chart, as
well as from the evolutions made to chart presentation: anima-
tion, deletion of the axes, background image, drawing in an
image type variable, bar chart coloration ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Even more powerful charts.
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Camera control: 
evolutions

The camera control enables you to use the computer’s webcam.
In version 19, the camera control evolves to work with all the
Windows versions, regardless of the drivers installed.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The camera control now works on all the recent Windows ver-
sions.
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Lots of evolutions for
controls

In version 19, a large number of controls evolve:
• pivot table
• tables
• static control: multiline ellipsis
• button: free positioning of the caption and icon
• ability to position a control over several tabs
• ability to position a control on several planes
• assign a control to a group (..Group property)
• image as chart background
• chart animation ....
These evolutions enable you to create ever more powerful and
sophisticated interfaces.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Your applications’ interface, WINDEV’s strong point, evolves and
improves constantly.
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New scrollbar look
New ..CaptionWidth property
The scrollbar’s type is defined by its style.

New types of scrollbars
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Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Go up or down with style!
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Edit and combo box
control: new 
..CaptionWidth property 

The new ..CaptionWidth property on edit controls or combo
boxes lets you dynamically modify the position of the edit area
or of the combo box.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Dynamic refining of the controls.
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IW functions 
The iw family of functions is for «Internal Windows».
This family of functions lets you define and modify the list of in-
ternal windows that must be opened in an «Internal Window»
control.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the programming.
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AnimationPlay
The AnimationPlay function lets you animate the content of a
control between 2 define states.
This function offers 2 new animations: Vertical Flip and Horizon-
tal Flip.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
New animation capabilities.

LDAP
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SSL -secure LDAP
LDAP server passwords are supported.
It is now possible to communicate with an SSL-secure connec-
tion with the LDAP server.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better LDAP security.

INSTALLER
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Different default path
for the reference install
and the application’s 
install

In version 19, it is now possible to specify a different default
path for the reference install and for the application’s install on
the user’s computer.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better install configuration.
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simplified multi-site 
install

WINDEV offers 3 types of install: single computer install, net-
work install and multi-site install.
A multi-site install uses relay servers.
This type of install is usually reserved for large scale installation:
a large number of end users are updated at the same time.
In version 19, creating multi-site install is simpler.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Creation of multi-site install simplified.
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Improved compression
The compression rate for installs can be increased by choosing
the 7z compression.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
More compact install
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Increased speed
The speed at which installs are created with WINDEV 19 has in-
creased. Install creation is faster.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster install creation.
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AAF
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AAF: google search
(popup menu)

The AAF popup menu offers a «Google search» option in ver-
sion 19.
This enables you to start a Google search in one click!
The search engine offered by the AAF can be modified via the
ConfigureAAF WLanguage function.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Internet searches are made easier for end users without having
anything to program!
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AAF: Treeview table: 
collapse/expand

The AAF can be deactivated from the environment or by pro-
gramming.
This AAF didn’t benefit from this option: Now it is possible
using the aafExpandCollapseAll constant.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
An oversight fixed!
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The AAF of a Gantt chart
The end user has access to a lot of AAF on a Gantt chart (see
new feature 008).
When a Gantt chart is displayed, the end user can move a task. 
All the related tasks are automatically updated. 
The end user can also change the length of a task, the comple-
tion status of the task, the tasks’ order, and he can delete a task
or create a task and its dependencies.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
End users manage their tasks.
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5 new AAF
A large number of AAF are presented in the paragraph corres-
ponding to the new feature hosting them.
About the Dynamic Pivot Table:
• AAF allowing one or more columns to be hidden
• AAF allowing sub-levels to be expanded from a given level.
About the table control:
• setting a filter on a check box control
• setting «found between 2 dates» type filter
• bringing up the calendar in the header of a date type column.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
End users benefit from an always increasing number of automatic
features.

NEW SKIN 
TEMPLATES
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WINDEV 19 offers 2 new
skin templates

A skin template defines the graphic style of an application.
End users’ taste and habits evolve with time and trends.
Therefore it is important to have access to new application skin
templates.
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LINUX
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New Slider
control in
Linux

The slider control was one of the rare
controls not available for creating in-
terface on Linux.
It is available in version 19, and of
course supports styles.
Benefit provided by this version 19
new feature:
New control available. 
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Linux: EXE with graphic 
interface in 64-bit mode

It was already possible to compile EXE in command line mode
and 64-bit daemon in Linux.
In version 19, it becomes possible to compile executables with
graphic interfaces in 64-bit mode.
The following controls are supported: Scrollbar, Button, Calen-
dar, Bar code, Combo box, Chart, Group of controls, Image,
Check Box, Progress Bar, Static, List Box, Menu, Control Tem-
plate, Window Template, Tab, Slider, Edit, Radio Button, Splitter,
Supercontrol, Table, Looper, ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Linux EXE support all the 64-bit modes. 
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Linux Thread
In WLanguage programming, thread management under Linux
is being introduced.
Parallel processing are now much easier to program on Linux.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Parallel programming on Linux.
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The new Linux functions
for WINDEV

WLanguage gains 65 new functions for Linux:
StringIncrement                   ControlCreate ChangeSeparator CombinationFromName
CombinationFromValue          CombinationCheckName DateTimeValid dbgOnError
EnumerationFromName    EnumerationFromValue EnumerationCheckNameEnumerationCheckValue
ExecuteMainThread            WinStatus IWListDisplay IWListAdd

IWListInsert                          IWListCount IWListPosition IWListPrevious
IWListNext                            IWListDelete IWListDeleteAll FTPDateTime
FTPFileExist                          grAxisVisible grColorCategory grDestinationImage
grWaterfallColor                  grWaterfallCategoryType HTMLToText HTMLToRTF
HTransactionIsolation        iPrintingNation MutexCreate MutexStart
MutexDestroy                      MutexEnd NationRightToLeft OpenMobileWindow
RTFToHTML                           RTFToText CriticalSectionStart CriticalSectionEnd
SemaphoreCreate               SemaphoreStart SemaphoreDestroy SemaphoreEnd
EventWait                              EventCreate EventDestroy EventChange
ArrayMix                                TextToHTML TextToRTF ThreadStop
ThreadWait                           ThreadWaitSignal ThreadCurrent ThreadSendSignal
ThreadState                          ThreadExecute ThreadEnd ThreadMode
URLExtractPath

JAVA
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Java: PDF printing
The iPrint family of functions on Java, now lets you send the
print result into a PDF document instead of a physical printer.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Printing in PDF from a Java application. 
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This is a NATIVE
application on
Linux.  Yes, but
created with
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Java: ShellExecute
The ShellExecute function lets you start the application asso-
ciated with the type of file passed as parameter to the function.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily start the appropriate application.
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Java: «Relative duration»
mask 

The «relative duration» display mask is available for Java.
Your applications can display a date using the «in 2 days», or
«3 hours ago» format!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Natural language interface.
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Java: Support for 
procedure automatism

This new feature enables you to avoid the manual creation of
threads and timers for your Java application.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplified programming.
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Java: HFSQL re-indexing
Applications generated in Java can use the powerful HFSQL da-
tabase. (reminder: HFSQL is the new name of HyperFileSQL).

In version 19, applications generated in Java can ask for the
reindexing of the data files (tables) directly on the client compu-
ter.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Optimized performances. 
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The new WLanguage 
functions for Java

WLanguage gains 19 new functions for Java

StringIncrement            Contains DateTimeTimeZoneToLocal DateTimeLocalToTimeZone
DateTimeValid               fSep HLockFile HRecordDate
HUnlockFile                    HDeclareExternal HState HIndex
HDeleteFile                     HDeleteDirectory iLastFile iDestination
iPrintPDF                         ShellExecute OpenMobileWindow

MAC
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New Mac features
The development of applications for Mac benefits from all the
new features for Java development.
In version 19, for instance, support for the iPrint WLanguage
family lets you easily print in PDF.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Improvement of the Mac development.
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.NET
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.Net: simplification of the
delegate use

The call to the DotNetDelegate function is not needed any-
more. 
You can now specify the delegate to call directly on the event
member, thanks to the +=  operator.
You implement communication with the .NET assemblies faster.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the use of Delegates in WLanguage.
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.Net: open projects with
faster assembly

The loading speed for projects containing .Net assemblies has
been noticeably increased, especially if the assemblies contain a
large number of methods.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster project loading.

WINDOWS 8
(WINDOWS STORE
APPS)

A Windows 8 Store app
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Progress Bar control
The Progress Bar control is supported in Windows 8 applications
(PC and Tablets), with all the styles.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Additional control. 
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Slider control 
Th Slider control is supported in Windows 8 applications (PC
and Tablet), with all its styles.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Customization possibilities. 
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Windows 8.1 support 
The compilation of applications in Windows version 8.1 is sup-
ported.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for the latest version. 
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Zip functions in Windows 8
The zip family of functions is supported on Windows 8.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier file compression.
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New Windows 8 functions  
WLanguage gains 51 new functions for Windows 8 and 8.1.

StringIncrement                   ControlCurrent ControlPrevious ChangeSeparator
CombinationFromName    CombinationFromValue CombinationCheckNameDateTimeValid
dbgOnError                           dCircle EnumerationFromName EnumerationFromValue
EnumerationCheckName  EnumerationCheckValue grAxisVisible grColorCategory
grDestinationImage            grWaterfallColor grWaterfallCategoryType HTransactionIsolation
iPrintingNation                    NationRightToLeft Occurrence OpenMobileWindow
ArrayMix                                ThreadStop ThreadEnd URLExtractPath
zipAddFile                             zipAddFileList zipAddDirectory zipFindFile
zipCreate                               zipExistzipExtractPath zipExtractFile
zipExtractFileList                 zipExtractAll zipClose zipCurrentFile
zipInfoFile                             zipListFile zipPassword zipMsgError
zipCompressionLevel         zipOpen zipDeleteFile zipDeleteFileList
zipDeleteAll                          zipSize zipFileSize
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WLANGUAGE
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Starting the email 
program 

WINDEV 19 offers the ability to start the PC’s default email pro-
gram, and to open the new message window. The To, Subject
and Message body controls can be pre-filled by the application.
The function to use is EmailRunApp.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Enable email sending by the end user from within your applica-
tion. 
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Automation: array of 
parameters in exit from
events 

It is now possible to fill an array passed as parameter to an au-
tomation event.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better support for array in ActiveX. 
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New WLanguage func-
tions available in WINDEV

WLanguage gains 81 new functions for WINDEV

CertificateLoad Loads a certificate from a file or a buffer.
StringIncrement Increments a string.
ControlCreate Creates a new control of any type.
CombinationFromName Returns a combination of options from their names sepa-

rated by +.
CombinationFromValue Returns a combination of options from a combination of

associated values.
CombinationCheckName Returns True if a combination of options is valid.
DateTimeTimeZoneToLocal Transforms a date and time in a given time zone into a

local date and time.
DateTimeLocalToTimeZone Transforms a local date and time into a date and time in a

given time zone.
DateTimeValid Tests the validity if a date/time.
dbgOnError Specifies the WLanguage procedure used to manage the

errors triggered by the dbgCheckX functions.
DnDCacheDashElement Lets you add an element to a Dashboard control with a

drag/drop.
dSaveImageICO Saves an image in ICO format into a file or memory.
dSaveImageTIFF Saves an image in TIFF format into a file or memory.
EmailRunApp Starts the native email sending applications. 
EmailOpenMail Opens the default messaging software of the Web user on

the browser computer.
EnumerationFromName Returns an enumeration value based on its name.
EnumerationFromValue Returns an enumeration value based on its associated

value.
EnumerationCheckName Returns True if an enumeration value known by its name is

valid.
EnumerationCheckValue Returns True if an enumeration value known by its asso-

ciated value is valid.
fSplit Splits a large file into several smaller files.
WinSlidingVisible Displays or hides a sliding window.
IWListDisplay Refreshes the display of an «Internal window» control with auto-

matic browse on a data file or query.

IWListAdd Adds a new internal window to the list of internal windows
browsed by an Internal Window control.

IWListInsert Inserts a new internal window in the list of internal
windows used by an Internal Window control.

IWListCount Returns the number of internal windows currently found in
the list of internal windows browsed by an Internal Win-
dow control.

IWListPosition Displays the internal window corresponding to the speci-
fied position or returns the position of the internal window
currently displayed.

IWListPrevious Displays the previous internal window in the list of inter-
nal windows browsed by an Internal Window control.

IWListNext Displays the next internal window in the list of internal
windows browsed by an Internal Window control.

IWListDelete Deletes an internal window found in the list of internal
windows browsed by an Internal Window control.

IWListDeleteAll Deletes all the internal windows from the list of internal
windows browsed by an Internal Window control.

fMerge Combines into a single file several files created by the
fSplit function. 

FTPDateTime Returns the date and time of a file located on an FTP ser-
ver.

FTPFileExist Tests the existence of a file on an FTP server.
GanttAddTask Adds a task into a Gantt Chart control.
GanttOrganizeTasks Reorganizes the tasks of a Gantt Chart control according

to constraints (dependencies and/or resources).
GanttDeleteTask Deletes a task in a Gantt Chart control.
GanttDeleteAll Deletes all the tasks found in a Gantt Chart control.
grAxisVisible Indicates whether a chart’s axes should be visible or note.
grColorCategory Indicates a category’s color in a pie chart or bar chart.
grDestinationImage Defines a chart’s destination.
grWaterfallColor Specifies the color for a category type for a Waterfall tyep

chart.
grWaterfallCategoryType Indicates the category type of a Waterfall chart.
HTransactionIsolation Configures the transaction isolation level for a connection

to a given HFSQL server.
iPrintingNation Modifies the current language for printing.
NationRightToLeft Enables you to find out whether the current language is

written from right to left.
NotifPushSend Sends a push notification to a mobile device (iOS or An-

droid).
NotifPushListInvalidIdentifiers Returns the list of invalid identifiers for the Apple APN ser-

vice.
OpenMobileWindow Open a non-modal child window in a mobile application.
ArrayMix Mixes up the content of an array.
PVTListPositionDimension Returns an array of PvtPosition.
DashDisplay Refreshes the display of the elements in a Dashboard control. 
DashAdd Adds and displays an internal window in a Dashboard

control.
DashLoadConfiguration Restores the configuration of a Dashboard control.
DashDeclareWidget Enables you to add an internal window via the Application

Automatic Features to a Dashboard control. 
DashInfoXY Enables you to identify the elements present at a given X

and Y position in a Dashboard control.
DashMode Enables you to change the use mode of a Dashboard

control.
DashSaveConfiguration Saves the configuration of a Dashboard control
DashDelete Deletes an internal window displayed in a Dashboard

control.
DashDeleteAll Totally empties an internal window displayed in a Dash-

board control.
ThreadEnd Ends the execution of the current thread.
TwainToPDF Directly saves the document coming from the Twain de-

vice into a PDF file.
TwainToTIFF Directly saves the document coming from the Twain de-

vice into a TIFF file.
UPNPSearchDevice Search for a device using its name (UDN).
UPNPExecuteAction Executes a UPNP action.
UPNPListContent List the files and directories of a UPNP device.
UPNPListDevice Lists the UPNP devices available on the network.
UPNPMediaStop Stops reading the current media on the UPNP device.
UPNPMediaPlay Starts reading the current media on the UPNP device.
UPNPMediaOpen Opens a media on the UPNP device.
UPNPMediaPause Pauses the reading of the current media on the UPNP de-

vice.
UPNPModifyContrast Modifies the contrast of a UPNP device.

UPNPModifyBrightness Modifies the brightness of a UPNP device.

UPNPModifyMute Modifies the mute state of a UPNP device.

UPNPModifySharpness Modifies the sharpness of a UPNP device.

UPNPModifyVolume Modifies the volume of a UPNP device.

UPNPGetContrast Gets the contrast of a UPNP devices.

UPNPGetBrightness Gets the brightness of a UPNP device.

UPNPGetMute Gets the Mute state of a UPNP device.

UPNPGetSharpness Gets the sharpness of UPNP device.

UPNPGetVolume Gets the volume of a UPNP device.

URLExtractPath Extracts the elements of a string containing a URL.
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WINDEV MOBILE 
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Take advantage of the 119
new features in version
19

WINDEV Mobile 19  benefits from all the common new features
presented at the beginning of this document.
New controls, control evolutions, new features
in the editors, new features in WLanguage,
in HFSQL:  your teams instantly more ef-
ficient.

W D W B W M

OpenChild
and Open-
MobileWin-
dow

On mobile, windows are opened
in non-modal mode. 
Traditionally on WINDEV, we use
the OpenChild WLanguage
function in this case.
Mainly in order to make it easier
for new developers to learn the
product, the new OpenMo-
bileWindow function
has the same effect.
The old Open-
Child function is
of course still
supported.
The OpenMobi-
leWidnow func-
tion will also be

recognized in a WINDEV application like the OpenChild func-
tion.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
WLanguage becomes even clearer.
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Reminder: Create profes-
sional mobile applications
in just a few hours

You already have WINDEV applications?
Even if these applications are a few years old, they’re compati-

ble with mobiles!
Your existing applications can be brought over to mobile

in a few hours or a few days.
Your teams are comfortable with WLanguage? Then
they’re comfortable developing for mobile.
Your existing applications are compatible: code of
course, but also windows (though they need to be
resized as you probably guessed), analysis, data, ...
The HFSQL database (new name of HyperFileSQL)
is natively compatible with mobiles: you can
embed the data (and the indexes) instantly ....
You’ve made the right choice with WINDEV!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The portability of your existing code is ensured.
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Different control 
positioning depending on
the orientation 
(portrait/ landscape)

The position of the
controls often differs
based on the device’s
orientation. For example,
in portrait mode texts
are located below an
image, though when in
landscape mode, they’re
located to the right of
the image.
In version 19, you can
position controls diffe-
rently in the same win-
dow, based on the
orientation, directly in
the editor, without ha-
ving to code anything.
Benefit provided by this
version 19 new feature:
Unneeded code and/or
windows eliminated.
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Common ios & android 
window in the standard of
each
system

With older versions of
WINDEV Mobile, it was
already possible to create
multi-platform windows,
compatible between An-
droid and iOS, using a
single piece of code.
But this required to ma-
nage the UI differences
via programming and/or
internal windows.

End users demand,
which is understandable,
that their applications’
windows respect their
phone’s standard!
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ANDROID
Galaxy S3

Portrait

iPhone 5

Land-

Note the different position of
the controls based on the
screen’s orientation. The de-
veloper sets each position.

Note: the Android Action Bar is replaced
by a navigation bar in iOS: this switch is
automatic. Same for the footer bar.

For example, on Android, users expect an action bar at the top
of their windows.

On iOS, users expect a navigation bar with a «Back» button. 
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Instant editing tablet <>
telephone, portrait <>
landscape, iOS <> Android

When creating or
modifying a win-
dow, it becomes
possible to view in
real time the win-
dow’s layout in se-
veral other
configurations: in
another system, in
portrait or land-
scape, on phone or
tablet.

Phones from diffe-
rent manufacturers
don’t have the same
screen size, tablets
are available in seve-
ral screen sizes, etc.

This multiple view
can also be useful
when developing
for a single system,
single device, to
view the result for 3
screen sizes for dif-
ferent phones.

This multiple view is
very useful to check
the result of an-
chors being set.
Benefit provided by
this version 19 new feature:
You instantly see the impact of a modification on other targets.
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In this multiple editing mode,
when I add a control to a
window in edit, it automati-
cally comes up in all the
other views.... Everything is
dynamic.

At runtime, the application
automatically selects the
screen’s orientation to use,
based first on the equip-
ment’s resolution and then
on the orientation 

Version 19 of WINDEV Mobile now allows you to create
windows that automatically respect the Android and iOS stan-
dards, while leaving it up to WINDEV Mobile 19 to manage the
differences in UI. no programming is required.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Edit and maintain a single window for iOS and Android.

Tablet,
landscape

Tablet,
portrait

Telephone,
landscape

Telephone,
portrait
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Mobile replication with
HFSQL server

Universal replication between an Android or iOS mobile on one
hand, and HFSQL Client/Server and third-party databases (Ora-
cle, SQL Server, ...) on the other hand is available in version 19. 
This new features allows mobile devices to use recent data,
then update them, and this without a persistent connection,
and without risk of data loss.
Your applications are linked to the enterprise’s information sys-
tem in any circumstances.
For instance, sales people are in the field, using their tablet to
present products, take orders directly at the client’s.

Since there is not guarantee that a 3G or 4G connection will be
available at the very back of a building, nor a Wi-Fi access point,
the application uses the database found on the tablet.
Once the sales person is done, back to his car for instance, he
can start a replication with the enterprise database.
Sales people can work in near real-time, without having to rely
on a bad or inexistent connection that would impact their inter-
action with the customer.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Keeping data in sync without constant connection is easier.
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Spanish
French
Portuguese
Chinese
German
Italian

The documentation of the 919 new features that you’re reading will soon be available in the
language of your choice!
(available when the international version of WINDEV 19 comes out)

NATIVE IOS:
IPHONE, IPAD

Remember that your existing WINDEV code, your windows,
even if 5 or 10 year old, are compatible with the iPhone or iPad. 
Resize your windows, tweak a few things, and voilà, in a few
hours or a few days you get great looking apps for iPhone and
iPad.
Your teams don’t need to learn a new language: WLanguage is
a universal language: iOS, Windows, Linux, see new features
Android, Web, Mac, Windows Phone...
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Common window editing
ios <> android & portrait
<> landscape

The development of iOS applications benefits from the com-
mon window new features with Android (see new feature 426)
and from the automatic repositioning of controls according to
the screen orientation (new feature 425).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Window editing gains in power and simplicity.
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Support for iOS 7, iPhone
5C and iPhone 5S

iOS7 is supported in WINDEV Mobile 19.
A new skin template adapted for iOS7 is provided.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for all the devices and system versions.
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Gestures on charts
On iOS, gesture is supported on charts.
With 2 fingers, the user can enlarge or reduce the size of a
chart.

Pressing a finger on the chart displays the value of this area, or
calls a programmed process.

Chart on iOS: the end user can click with a finger to display a
detail thumbnail

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Charts at your fingertips!

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

charts
iOS charts accept a decor as background.
The bars in a bar chart can include an image.
Charts can be animated when created.

Chart on iPhone: it is being drawn quickly in front of the user’s
eyes: the bars in the chart climb up

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Charts are even more interactive.
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Slider control
The Slider control is now supported in iOS apps.
A style can be applied to the slider, or it can be the standard iOS
slider.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy slider.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Combo box control in iOS
Combo box type controls are supported in iOS.
When expanded by the user, a barrel comes for the user to per-
form his or her selection.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Finger control.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Ability to choose the 
system bar 

On iOS7, WINDEV Mobile 19 lets the application choose for
each window: 
• not to have a system bar,

• to have a transparent system bar with white text,
• to have a transparent system bar with black text.

3 examples of system bars

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Customization of the system bar.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Ability to choose the 
navigation bar 

The navigation bar of an iOS application can adopt the project’s
skin template.

3 examples of navigation bars

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Customization of the navigation bar.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

compass: get situated!
The WLanguage compass management functions are being in-
troduced for iOS.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Get situated on iOS!

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Accelerometer
The iPhone and iPad accelerometer is now supported in
WINDEV Mobile 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:

Gain some speed with version 19!

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

JSON on iOS
JSON is supported on iOS.
See new feature 907.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplified programming.
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n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Progress Bar control on
iOS

The Progress Bar control is available on iOS.
This control uses the current skin template, and can define its
own styles

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Good looking progress bars.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Rating control in iOS
The Rating control is supported in iOS.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A good rating for this new feature.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Tab control on iOS
The Tab control is available on iOS.
When navigating between tabs, transition effects automatically
come up.
The Swipe gesture is also available for moving between tabs.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy grouping of controls.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Plane management in iOS
In windows, managing controls over multiple planes is suppor-
ted on iOS. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Plane management in iOS.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

inApp purchase in iOS

InApp purchase from an application (the text of the popup is
displayed by the AppStore)

Application purchase on an iPhone or iPad is usually done via
the AppStore.
Inside an app it is sometime possible to buy options for the app.
This purchase is also done via the store, and is called «InApp
purchase» then.
In version 19, it is now possible to offer this payment option for
apps developed and offered in the store.
The options that an app will offer must first be entered in the
store.
The inAppListProductInfo function lets you list the options
made available.
The inAppPurchaseProduct function triggers the purchase of
one or more options selected by the user in the store.
The store returns a receipt for the transaction.
If the transaction is accepted, the application performs the ex-
pected process: unlock a feature, download a map, download
data, ... 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy monetizing of options in an app.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Ability to rate the app in
the AppStore 

The new OpenApplicationForm function lets you ask the user
to rate the app.
This function opens the AppStore page requesting the ranking
of the app.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Get your apps top rated! 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

LoadParameter, SavePara-
meter, and InitParameter

The SaveParameter and LoadParameter functions let you save
and restore the content of variables between several run of the
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application.
The InitParameter Function lets you customize the location
where the info is saved.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy saving and restoring of parameters.
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Push notification

A mobile device can receive push notifications.
A notification is a message that comes up (and is kept) on the
device, in the device’s notification center.
A notification can let you start a process.
A notification is sent from a remote application, usually found
on a server.
The notification sending application can for instance be created
with WINDEV 19, WEBDEV 19 or WINDEV Mobile 19. It can
also be written with third-party programs.
The sending application can be hosted in the PCSCloud cloud
for instance. An application server example that can be freely
modified and used is provided.

Display of a Push notification on an iPhone 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy creation of notification sent in Push mode.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Support for SVG 
vectorial format images

The SVG image format is a vectorial format.
It is now supported on iOS in WINDEV Mobile 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Additional graphic format.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Native callback to 
WLanguage

In iOS , in version 19, it is now possible to call APIs that use call-
back.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
More powerful custom programming.
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Secure Https and 
Web services

The use of secure connections and web services becomes possi-
ble with version 19 under iOS.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better security.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Bundle resource 
management  

New functions let you manage the resources embedded in the
bundle more granularly (the bundle is the install for the iOS app
to install).
The application can list the resources and extract several of
them in a single operation.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier resource handling. 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Native iOS fonts 
iOS uses character fonts including some specific to Apple: Ap-
pleGothic,... These fonts are owned by Apple.
WINDEV Mobile 19 lets you use these fonts in the editor.
If this font is not available on Windows and it is selected by a
control in an iOS window, a substitution font will be used tem-
porarily to display in the editor and in the simulator of the deve-
lopment computer.
When the app is running, the Apple font will be used.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The editor is even more WYSIWYG and lets you use iOS specific
fonts.
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SMSRunApp function 
An iOS security is to not allow sending SMS directly from an
app.
On the other hand, an app can open the SMS send window,
which would already contain the text of the SMS and the reci-
pient(s).
The end user only has to validate the send.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Prepare an SMS, the user only has to validate!

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Matrices, Finance: 
new functions for ios

All the WLanguage functions for managing matrices and the fi-
nancial functions are available for iOS in version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier programming, better compatibility.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

HFSQL: ios replication 
Automatic assisted universal replication is available for iOS.
This replication enables you to replicate data coming from diffe-
rent databases.
The replication server is provided.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Replication becomes easier on mobile. 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Control persistence  
When the control «persistence» option is selected, the control’s
content is stored between 2 starts of the app.
This  prevents the user from having to reenter a piece of infor-
mation that comes back often.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Automatically pre-filled edit control.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Data transfer hourglass
In the system bar of an Apple device, an icon in the shape of a
turning wheel comes up when an app sends data via a wireless
network: Wi-Fi, 3G, ...
The NetworkHourglass function lets you bring this icon up or
down.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The end user is notified.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Writing a number on an
app’s icon

The SysIconBadge function lets you include a number between
1 and 99 on the app’s icon.
The display is managed by iOS.
This is useful for displaying the number of messages received or
information to process for instance.

Here, write the number 19 dynamically

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The end user is better informed.
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Sliding menu sliding 
window

A window can come up from the left or the right of the screen.
The window that comes up can be partially displayed on top of
the previous window, or can partially shift that window.
A typical use for this display is the display of a list of choices, or
the configuration of an app.
The window can come up via a user gesture, or by program-
ming, using the WinSlidingVisible WLanguage function.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Standard operation supported without programming.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Access to a third-party
database 

Accessing a third-party database (Oracle, SQL Server, ..) from a
mobile is done via the SQLExec family of functions.
Simply install a (provided) web service that accesses the third-
party database. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Access third-party databases from a mobile.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

iOS thread
Mobile devices’ processors are becoming more and more po-
werful, and come with several cores.
Multi-thread programming becomes available for iOS.
The Thread family of functions, which among others contains
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the ThreadExecute function is now available.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy parallel programming.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D  W B  W M

DLNA in iOS
Support for DLNA is present for iOS. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Control TV and home appliances with DLNA.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Process for loss of
connection and reconnec-
tion 

On a mobile device, you can easily lose your current connection
(GPRS, 3G, 4G), when entering a building for instance.
To make it easier to manage a loss of connection (and recon-
nection), new functions are introduced to manage this situa-
tion.
For example, the application can fall back to local data in case
of a loss of connection, and start an instant synchronization
when the connection is reestablished.
In version 19, you can specify the procedure to call in case of a
connection loss or a reconnection.
The function also allows you to find out the connection’s type:
Wi-Fi or 3G/4G.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Programming is easier.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

New ios IWListInsert 
function 

The IW family of functions applies to «Internal Windows».
A list of internal window specifies the order in which the
windows will be displayed during a left/right gesture on an in-
ternal window (the end user moves from one window to the
other by moving his/her finger).
The new IWListInsert function lets you insert an internal win-
dow into a list of windows.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Simplification of the programming.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W BW Mat

New WLanguage func-
tions supported on iOS

167 new WLanguage functions are being introduced for iOS in
version 19

AddColumn                           ArcTan2BufferToHexa SensorDetectChangeAcceleration
SensorDetectChangeOrientation         SensorGetOrientation StringIncrement ControlClone
ControlNoSpace                  ControlDelete ChangeSeparator LoadParameter
CombinationFromName    CombinationFromValue CombinationCheckName WinSlidingVisible 
ComboClose                         ComboOpen Conversion DateTimeValid
dbgEnableAssert                 dbgEnableLog dbgAssert dbgWriteCommentAudit
dbgWriteWarningAudit      dbgError dbgAuditStatus dbgLogStatus
dbgAuditOption                   dbgLogOption dbgOnError dbgCheckDifferent
dbgCheckEqual                    dbgCheckFalse dbgCheckNotNull dbgCheckNull
dbgCheckTrue                      MoveColumn Dialog GetGUID
InVGAMode                          EnumerationFromName EnumerationFromValue EnumerationCheckName
EnumerationCheckValue   ErrorBuild ExecuteMainThread Factorial
WinChangeAlias                  IWListInsert FTPDateTime FTPFileExist
grAxisVisible                        grTooltip grColorCategory grDestinationImage
grWaterfallColor                  grWaterfallCategoryType HCreateSubscriberReplica HCreateMasterReplica
HCreateMoveableReplica        HSetReplication HSetTransaction HRecreateSubscriberReplica
HRplDeclareLink                  HRplManageFile HRplManageItem HRplPass
HSynchronizeReplica         HTransactionIsolation HTTPProgressBar HTTPResetForm
HTTPTimeOut                       HVersion iRoundBorder iEllipse
inAppPurchaseProduct      inAppListProductInfo inAppRestorePurchases iPrintingNation
InfoBuild                               InitParameter InsertColumn iParameter
iReset                                     MatStack MutexCreate MutexStart
MutexDestroy                      MutexEnd NationRightToLeft NotifAdd
NotifPushEnable                 NotifPushDisable NotifPushProcedure NotifDelete
Occurrence                           ControlTab OpenMobileWindow ReplicInfo
ReplicInitialize                     ReplicOpen ReplicSynchronize NetworkHourglass
NetworkMonitorConnectionStatus SaveParameter CriticalSectionStart CriticalSectionEnd
SemaphoreCreate               SemaphoreStart SemaphoreDestroy SemaphoreEnd
EventWait                              EventCreate EventDestroy EventChange
SMSRunApp                         SMSReset StatCorrelation StatCovariance
StatAverageDeviation        StatStandardDeviation StatStandardDeviationP StatError 
StatMax                                 StatMin StatAverage StatSum
StatVariance                         StatVarianceP DeleteColumn DeleteParameter
SysIconBadge                      SysScreenOrientation ArrayMix ThreadStop
ThreadWait                           ThreadWaitSignal ThreadCurrent ThreadSendSignal
ThreadState                          ThreadExecute ThreadEnd ThreadMode
UPNPSearchDevice                 UPNPExecuteAction UPNPListContent UPNPListDevice
UPNPMediaStop                 UPNPMediaPlay UPNPMediaOpen UPNPMediaPause
UPNPModifyContrast         UPNPModifyBrightness UPNPModifyMute UPNPModifySharpness
UPNPModifyVolume           UPNPGetContrast UPNPGetBrightness UPNPGetMute
UPNPGetSharpness            UPNPGetVolume URLExtractPath VariantConvert
WiFiStatus                             WiFiListNetwork LooperSelectCount
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ANDROID

Android development has never been as powerful as with
WINDEV Mobile 19. You can take advantage of powerful new
features that come in addition to all the ones you already have.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Common window editing
ios <> android & portrait
<> landscape

The development of Android applications benefits from the
common Android/iOS new features (see new feature 426) and
from the common portrait/landscape orientation capabilities

(new feature 425).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
You can see the results in just a glance.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

PDF printing on Android

Create PDF documents on Android

Version 19 of WINDEV Mobile lets you create PDF documents
with the iPrint family of functions.
The iPrint family of function is available on Android in version
19.
You can send the result directly to a PDF file.
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Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
PDF printing is available on Android.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

inApp purchase 

App purchase on an Android mobile device is usually done from
the «Google Play» store.
Inside an app it is sometime possible to buy options for the app.

This purchase is also done via the store, and is called «InApp
purchase» then.
In version 19, it is now possible to offer this payment option for
apps developed and offered in the store.
The inAppListProductInfo function lets you list the options
made available.
The inAppPurchaseProduct function triggers the purchase of
one or more options selected by the user in the store.
The store returns a receipt for the transaction.
If the transaction is accepted, the application performs the ex-
pected process: unlock a feature, download a map, download
data, ... 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy monetizing of options in an app. 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Native Android fonts
Android uses fonts that are not necessarily available by default
on Windows.
Version 19 automatically installs these Android fonts on the de-
velopment computer if needed.
This way, during development, your windows are totally WYSI-
WYG in the editor.
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Use native Android fonts

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The editor is even more WYSIWYG and allows the use of Android
specific fonts.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Program your Android
watch 

You can create apps specifically for the Samsung Galaxy Gear.
WINDEV Mobile 19 offers the right size skin templates.
Apps can also control Android watches.

Here a Galaxy Gear from Samsung

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Wearable Android.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

rating control (Ranking) 

The Rating control is available on Android.
The maximum number of stars (or other icon) can be configured
(1 to 100 stars).
The stars can also show decimal ratings.

The provided stars are vector based, which means they can be re-
sized without pixelization.
In addition to stars, several visual symbols are provided.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Additional Android control.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Create larger Android
apps

Android limits the number of «references» in an application.
When this maximum number is reached, a compilation error is
triggered when generating the app.
In version 19, the new internal architecture lets you multiply the
old limit by 3.
It then becomes possible to create applications up to 3 times
larger.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create larger apps.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

HFSQL: replication on 
android 

(Reminder: HFSQL is the new name of HyperFileSQL).
Automatic assisted universal replication is available for Android.
This replication enables you to replicate data coming from diffe-
rent databases.
The replication server is provided.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Replication becomes easier on Android devices.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

HFSQL: reindex on the 
device  

(Reminder: HFSQL is the new name of HyperFileSQL).
In version 19 you can trigger a reindex of the HFSQL database
directly on the device by programming.
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This allows you for instance to optimize the access time by re-
calculating the indexes.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Operation directly on the device.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Faster application 
generation 

The generation speed for Android apps has improved. The ave-
rage improvement factor is 3, but the larger the app, the bigger
the gain.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster generation. 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

slider control
The slider control is available on Android.
It can be a slider using a WINDEV Mobile style or skin template,
or a native Android slider.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy Android slider.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Sliding menu sliding 
window

Sliding window. The window underneath appears grayed out

A window can come up from the left or the right of the screen.
The window that comes up can be partially displayed on top of
the previous window, or can partially shift that window.
A typical use for this display is the display of a list of choices, or
the configuration of an app.

The window can come up via a user gesture, or by program-
ming, using the WinSlidingVisible WLanguage function.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Overlaying windows.
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functions for HTTP forms
An HTML form returns for result, once validated by the user, an
Http form which contains the data from the various controls in
the HTML form.
The  Http family of functions specific to forms is available for
Android in version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Automated supported of HTTP forms.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Push notification 
A mobile device can receive push notifications.
A push notification is a message that comes up (and is kept) on
the device, in the device’s notification center.
A notification can let you start a process, update a program, ...
A push notification is sent from a remote application, usually
found on a server.
The notification sending application can for instance be created
with WINDEV 19 or WEBDEV 19.  It can also be written with
third-party programs.
The sending application can be hosted in the PCSCloud for ins-
tance. An application server example that can be freely modi-
fied and used is provided.

Push notification on an Android device

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for Push messages on Android.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

ios and android native
web service access 

Accessing a third-party database (Oracle, SQL Server, ..) from a
mobile is done via the SQLExec family of functions.
Simply install a (provided) web service on a device that has ac-
cess to the third-party database. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Access to third-party databases from an Android app.
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n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Chart controls on 
Android  

Version 19 of WINDEV Mobile lets you create automatic charts
on Android.
In version 19, the following types of charts are available:  bar
charts, line charts, pie charts, area charts, donuts.

Charts on an Android device

Various charts on Android

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Who said «‘bout time»?

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

fExtractResource 
function 

New functions let you manage the resources embedded in the
APK package more granularly (the APK package is the install for
the Android app to install).
The application can list the resources and extract several of
them in a single operation.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easier resource handling.
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assertions
The dbgEnableAssert and dbgAssert functions are being in-
troduced on Android.
These functions let you set up defensive programming.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Make your applications more robust.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

NetworkHourglass 
function 

In the system bar of an Android screen, an icon in the shape of
a turning wheel comes up when an app sends data via a wire-
less network: Wi-Fi, 3G,...
The NetworkHourglass function lets you show this
icon or not.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The end user is notified.

W D W B W M

SMSRunApp
function 

An app can open the SMS
send window, which
would already contain the
text of the SMS and the
recipient(s).
The end user only has to
validate the send.
Benefit provided by this ver-
sion 19 new feature:
New possibilities for the end
user.
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Progress bar inside the
notification status 

An Android application can trigger the display of a system pro-
gress bar inside the notification bar.

Progress bar in the Android notification bar

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Users can check on a process in the background. 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

Rating the app on Google
Play 

The new OpenApplicationForm function lets you ask the user
to rate the app.
This function opens the Google Play page requesting the ran-
king of the app.
The function also lets you offer other apps by opening their
store form.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Get your apps top ratings! 

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

automatic timer and
thread

The implementation of timers and threads can be done by
pure programming, or by using automations in the code
editor: buttons in the top right of the procedure band.
In version 19, it becomes possible to use these automatic
mechanisms on Android.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Automatic management of timers and threads. 

W D W B W M

«Relative duration» mask
The display mask for relative times ( «in 2 days», «in 3

hours», «3 months ago»...) can now be used in An-
droid apps.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
More intuitive time reference display. 
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Loss of connection and
reconnection management

On mobiles, loss of connection happens often: going through a
tunnel ...
In version 19, you can specify the procedure to call in case of a
connection loss or a reconnection.
The function also allows you to find out the connection’s type:
Wi-Fi or 3G/4G.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Loss of connection management.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B W M

support for SVG 
vectorial format images

The SVG image format is a vectorial format.
It is now supported on Android in WINDEV Mobile 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Additional graphic format.

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W BW Mat

new WLanguage functions
supported on Android

111 new WLanguage functions are being introduced for An-
droid in version 19:

StringIncrement                   Contains DateTimeTimeZoneToLocal DateTimeLocalToTimeZone
DateTimeValid                     IWListInsert fListResource fSep
grAddData                            grAxisVisible grColor grColorCategory
grSeriesColor                       grGradient grDraw grLineThickness
grCategoryLabel                  grSeriesLabel grGraduate grColumnSpacing
grIncreaseData                    grInfoPoint grInfoXY grLegend
grLabel                                   grAutoRefreshCategoryLabel grAutoRefreshSeries grMask
grOrigin                                 grGridlines grPieStartAngle grPiePullOut
grSourceCategoryLabel          grSourceSeries grDeleteSeries grTitle
grAxisTitle                             grType HLockFile HCreateSubscriberReplica
HCreateMasterReplica       HCreateMoveableReplica HRecordDate HUnlockFile
HDeclareExternal                HState HSetReplication HRecreateSubscriberReplica
HIndex                                   HRplDeclareLink HRplManageFile HRplManageItem
HRplPass                               HDeleteFile HDeleteDirectory HSynchronizeReplica
HTTPAddFile                         HTTPAddParameter HTTPCancelForm HTTPCreateForm
HTTPSendForm                    HTTPResetForm iBorder iRoundBorder
iCreateFont                           iLastFile iDestination iEllipse
iEndPrinting                          iImageHeight iPageHeight iTextHeight
iZoneHeight                          iDocumentCanceled iPrint iPrintImage
iPrintWord                             iPrintPDF iPrintZone iImageWidth
iPageWidth                           iTextWidth iNewLine iMargin
inAppPurchaseProduct      inAppConsumeProduct inAppListPurchase inAppListProductInfo
iPageNum                             iParameter iFont iXPos
iYPos                                      iReset iSkipLine iSkipPage
iLine                                       iHLine iVLine NotifPushEnable
NotifPushDisable                NotifPushProcedure OpenMobileWindow OpenApplicationForm
ReplicInfo                              ReplicInitialize ReplicOpen ReplicSynchronize
NetworkHourglass              NetworkMonitorConnectionStatus SMSRunApp
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WINDOWS 
MOBILE AND CE 

Windows Mobile, Windows CE and Windows Embedded are
used a lot in industrial fields. Version 19 of WINDEV Mobile of-
fers new WLanguage functions.
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New WLanguage 
functions for Windows
Mobile and CE 

44 new WLanguage functions are being introduced for
Windows Mobile and Windows CE in version 19

CharactTypeOccurrence    CharactType StringIncrement StringInsert
StringReverse                      StringDelete CombinationFromName CombinationFromValue
CombinationCheckName  DateTimeValid dbgError dbgOnError
SwapLine                              EnumerationFromName EnumerationFromValue EnumerationCheckName
EnumerationCheckValue   ExecuteMainThread FTPDateTime FTPFileExist
grAxisVisible                        grColorCategory grDestinationImage grWaterfallColor
grWaterfallCategoryType  HTransactionIsolation iPrintingNation LineToPosition
WordOccurrence                 WordToArrayAverage OpenMobileWindow PositionToLine
NoRightCharacter               NoLeftCharacter Sum ArraySeekByProcedure
ArraySwapLine                     ArrayReverse ArrayMix ThreadEnd
Truncate                                URLExtractPath UTF8ToAnsi UTF8ToUnicode

WINDOWS PHONE
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Multiple views of a same
window 

The development of Windows Phone applications benefits from
the multiple views of a same window, in different environments
(see feature 426) and based on its orientation (see new feature
425).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster UI development. 
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Plane support on WP

Planes are supported on Windows Phone.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Plane support on Windows Phone.
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Support for groups of
controls on WP

Controls can be associated with groups.
These groups of controls can be handled directly, to modify
their ..Visible properties for instance in a single line of code.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Grouping of controls for programming purposes.
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New WLanguage 
functions Windows Phone 

19 new WLanguage functions are being introduced for
Windows Phone in version 19.

CurrentYear                          StringStartsWith StringEndsWith StringReverse 

ChronoReset                         SysDateTime LastDayOfWeek LastDayOfMonth 

fSeparator                             GeneratePassword InternetConnected Reverse

CurrentMonth                      OpenMobileWindow FirstDayOfWeek FirstDayOfMonth

NoRightCharacter               NoLeftCharacter Truncate
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WEBDEV 
COMMON 
NEW FEATURES
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119 common new features
Version 19 of WEBDEV benefits from the 119 new common
features in version 19,  notably the ability to host ones’ projects
in the cloud, for easy access at any time and from any place, by
the whole team, charts, native JSON,...
WEBDEV 19 benefits of course from the evolution of the deve-
lopment environment and of the compatibility with WINDEV
and WINDEV Mobile.
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The static is
dynamic!

Sites are split in 2 families: 
• dynamic sites, which perform
operations on a remote applica-
tion server, typically access a data-
base, and which need
both a web server and an
application server;
• static sites, which only
need a web server.
But things change.
A static site can also
be programed if you
can do what you
want with browser JavaS-
cript code, which will only
run on the browser and
won’t need an application
server. Example: program-
ming a specific animation.
Even though it enabled you to

create static sites, until now WEBDEV was specialized in crea-
ting dynamic sites. In version 19 it also embraces the «static»
world.
It is important to remember than usually a dynamic site also
uses resources and features from a static site: the new features
in the «Static» area fully benefit the «dynamic» area as well.
WEBDEV doubles the fun in version 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
WEBDEV is now a specialist of both static and dynamic sites.

FINALLY EASY
STATIC SITES! 
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Hurray for Static (when it
is dynamic) 

WEBDEV was already unbeatable for creating dynamic sites,
whether for an Intranet or for the Internet.
With this new version 19, WEBDEV also becomes a great envi-
ronment for creating sophisticated static sites. 

WEBDEV 19 supports the static Web standards:
• CSS3 styles

• cleaner HTML 5 code
• ease of graphics creation
• positioning to the pixel

• WYSIWYG editor
• style editor
• page templates
• control tem-
plates
• skin template
and color palette
• browser inter-

action thanks
to WLanguage

• advanced
controls (tables,
charts, ...)
• automatic an-
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chors
• ….
Static sites can run JavaScript
code.
WEBDEV 19 lets generate the JavaS-
cript code needed to run in a brow-
ser, and therefore won’t need an
application server to run.
Remember that all the new features in version 19
concerning the static mode also apply to the dyna-
mic mode.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
You benefit from WEBDEV ease of use to create great
looking static sites.
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Standard HTML5 
generation

WEBDEV 19 generates sites that respect the HTML 5 standard
by default.
The generation in HTML 5 provides access to the most recent
features of the browsers. 
Of course you can always generate «HTML 4 transitional» code
to insure compatibility with older browsers:
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Your sites benefit from HTML 5 by default.
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Static site: standard 
organization

A static site created with WEBDEV 19 is organized in a standard
way as a directory tree.
Each directory may contain its own home page, pages and re-
sources. 
This tree corresponds to the physical organization of the site as
it will be deployed on the hosting server.
The index page is named ... index.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
In WEBDEV 19, it is easy to manage your static sites.
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Image naming
A site’s page often contains images.
In a WEBDEV site, an image, like any control, has a logical
name.
When using an image in a static WEBDEV site, the image’s  phy-
sical name is offered for the logical name. 
This makes it easier to work with images.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Images keep their real name.
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Pages with the same name
in the same site

A static site created with WEBDEV 19 can contain several pages
with the same physical name. the pages just need to be present
in different sub-directories.

Here, as many Index pages as you want in the same site

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Pages with the same name in the same site.
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Site explorer
The new organization of the static sites in WEBDEV 19 allows
the developer or web designer to work directly with the «real»
site from the site explorer.
Web designers with a «static site» experience instantly recon-
nect with their habits with this organization.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Static sites use the tree structure in the editor.
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Better natural page 
referencing

The natural referencing of sites with search engines is made ea-
sier, especially thanks to the use of the logical layout of text and
paragraphs the in «Text area» control (see the «Rich text Area»
new feature below and new features 866 to 868).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Pages are better referenced.
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RTA: RICH TEXT
AREA FLOWING
LAYOUT
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«Rich Text Area» (RTA)
control: trendy new 
feature in version 19

This is the visualization of a single «Rich Text Area» control 
of WEBDEV 19

Version 19 of WEBDEV offers an extremely powerful new type
of control: it is the «Rich Text Area» control (abbreviated to
RTA).
The Rich Text Area control is fundamental for creating static and
dynamic web pages: entering rich text becomes child’s play. 
The text and its rich attributes are entered like in a word proces-
sor: insert images with legends, insert links, add attributes to
text ...
Everything is WYSIWYG.
In the editor, when entering text, the control expands automati-
cally when needed.
You don’t need to create multiple controls to position next to
each other like before.
Like with all the controls, the HTML code is automatically gene-
rated by WEBDEV.  This HTML code is standard, optimized and
modifiable. 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy entry and WYSIWYG layout for rich text.
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RTA: formatting the text
itself

The RTA control lets you , of course, specify the characteristics
of each piece of text, to the character level: font, font size,
bold, color, strikeout, underlined, superscript, subscript, ...
The text formatting is «logical» in the HTML meaning.
For example, a «bold» attribute will automatically be translated
by «Strong» in the HTML code, which makes it much easier for
search engine referencing (Google...)
The necessary tags are inserted before and after the text in its
HTML format. 

For example:
Hello
will be stored as 
<strong> Hello </strong>.
The <strong>, tag, which is recognized and interpreted by the
browser, indicates that it is an «important» word. 
The browser will usually display the text between the tags in
bold, depending on the browser preferences set by the user. 
The browser recognizes these tags and interprets them.
Search engines also use this type of tags for referencing pages.
The use of these tags in a text increases its natural referencing.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better interpretation of the text by browsers and search engines. 
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RTA: logical paragraph
formatting

The RTA control lets you format paragraphs: title, subtitle, sub-
subtitle, footer, email address, note, header ...
The formatting is logical: for instance,a title will automatically
be stored in its HTML format as a <h1> type text.
<h1> is an HTML tag that defines a page title. 
The browser recognizes these tags and interprets them: usually
the text will be display big and bold!
Search engines also use this type of tags for referencing pages:
for a search engine, a title will have more weight that a simple
text.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better interpretation of the page structure by browsers and search
engines.
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RTA: physical formatting
of a paragraph

In addition to this logical formatting, a physical formatting is
also available: paragraph alignment, indentation, color, ...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The text’s presentation is simplified.
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RTA: automatic indenta-
tion

Paragraphs can be indented, automatically with or without bul-
lets.
The bullets can be numbered or not.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Bullet proof sites <OL> <LI>
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RTA: CSS styles
You can apply a style found in the project to a text selection in
an RTA.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Be stylistic.... Modifications propagate on their own.
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RTA: control insertion

An RTA in creation in the page editor

Anywhere in an RTA text, you can actually insert a WEBDEV
control of the following type:
• link
• image.
The control is positioned inline, relative to the text
The control is «anchored» to the text.
This is a new way («inline») to layout a page with WEBDEV!

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
WEBDEV controls in the middle of your text.
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RTA: link insertion
An RTA may contain one or more «link» type controls.
There are several ways you can insert a link control in an RTA:
• Transforms a text selection into a link
• Create a link control inside the text
• Copy an existing link control.
The control found in the RTA can be edited using the «7-tab»
technology. The functionalities offered by the «7-tab» in this
context are simplified to adapt to the RTA context.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Mix text and links easily.
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RTA: image insertion
The insertion of an image in an RTA can take several forms.
The image can be pasted, or the image can be inserted.
The image itself can be copied into the project, or its link can
just be used, without the image being copied into the project,
it’s up to you. 
The images are never altered by WEBDEV. They keep their name
and their original size.
A project style can be applied to the image.
The image is position in the text, inline. 
Dress-up parameters are available: left, right, paragraph, in the
text,... 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Dress-up your rich texts.

An RTA example, easy to create with WEBDEV 19
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EDITING THE RICH TEXT AREA CONTROL
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FOR THE SPECIALISTS...
THE HTML CODE OF THE RTA IS GENERATED. IT CAN BE MODIFIED! 

<header>
<h1 class=»CollectionTitle»>The new collection has arrived!</h1>>>
<div class=»dzA2» id=»dzA2»>

<img src=»thumbnail_collection.jpg» alt=»» id=»A2» class=»padding»>
</div>
<p class=»CollectionComment»>

<img src=»bubble.png» alt=»» style=» width:16px; height:16px;» id=»A11» class=»padding»>
Comments (<span class=»NbOfComments»>24</span>)>>>>

</p>
<h2>The new collection will arrive soon in our stores and online: 100 % new. &nbsp;</h2>>>

</header>
<section>
<p>

<img src=»Arrow.png» alt=»» style=» width:16px; height:16px;» id=»A3» class=»padding»>
<a href=»trendy.htm» target=»_self» id=»A9» class=»padding CollectionLink»>
Be the first to discover the <strong>new trends </strong>for the year!>>>>
</a>

</p>
<p>

And this is not all, as a newsletter subscriber, you benefit from an<strong>
exclusive discount of 10%</strong> on the entire <em>new collection</em>, as of today.>>>>>>

</p>
<ul>

<li>10 % discount for the newsletter subscribers</li>>>
<li>Instant and exclusive access to the new collection</li>>>

</ul>
</section>
<footer>...</footer>>>
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RTA revolution: access to
the HTML code, save the
raw HTML modifications

Revolution with WEBDEV! 
On one hand, you can access the HTML code of the RTA, on
the other hand the HTML code generated by WEBDEV in the
RTA is voluntarily clear and readable, instead of being compres-
sed.
A developer that masters HTML can modify the HTML code ge-
nerated for the RTA control, in edit mode, but also via program-
ming, when the site is running.
What has been modified directly in the HTML code will also be
visualized in the editor.
The modifications performed are kept for future generations.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Access to HTML code, easy and persistent modifications.

853

Example of HTML code modification: add
the Adwords tracker code below in the link’s
code, to count the clicks 
onclick=»_gaq.push([‘_trackEvent’,
‘Click from new collection announce-
ment’]);»

FOR THE SPECIALISTS...
THE HTML CODE OF THE RTA IS GENERATED. IT CAN BE MODIFIED! 

CSS3
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Style creation: CSS 
without knowing CSS 

To create a style with WEBDEV 19, the developer or the des-
igner don’t need to know CSS3: WEBDEV 19 generates itself
the style that was created visually thanks to the 7-tab techno-
logy.
WEBDEV styles are stored as style sheets in CSS3 standard.
The styles can be modified anytime in the editor, the modifica-
tions are of course applied to all the pages and controls that use
the modified style.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create CSS3 styles without knowing CSS3.
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Importing existing CSS
styles, one by one

Existing CSS3 styles can be imported in WEBDEV 19, from CSS3
style sheets.
The import feature now allows you to select the styles to im-
port, and the ones to disregard.
You don’t have to import the entire style sheet anymore.
In the WEBDEV 19 environment, the imported styles are offered
with the styles created in WEBDEV.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
You already have the right style? Don’t change anything!
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including an external 
animation in a control

The WEBDEV environment offers to automatically add animation
effects to the controls: blinking, fade in, zoom, rotation, 3D
flip,… 
There are other special effects, available on the market as CSS
animations. For example: pendulum, flotation, explosion... To
apply this type of animation to a control, simply import the CSS
style sheet containing the description of the animation, and spe-
cify in the control’s style the name of the animation to use, its
length, and its repetition.
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FOR THE SPECIALISTS...
ADD CSS3 CODE INTO A WEBDEV STYLE

Example CSS3 code gene-
rated by a WEBDEV style (blue
color), to which the developer
has added specific CSS3 code.
The added code appears in
red opposite.
Here addition of CSS3 code
that makes the link non-refe-
renceable and non-selectable.

.MyEmailAddress
{
     font-family:Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
     font-size:9pt;
     color:#2D2D2D;
     text-align:center;
     vertical-align:middle;
     background-color:#F1C494;
     ms-border-radius:5px;
      -moz-border-radius:5px;
      -webkit-border-radius:5px;
      -o-border-radius:5px;
      border-radius:5px;
     /* modification */
     width:7em;
}
/* add */
.MyEmailAddress::before
{
     content:’info’;
}
.MyEmailAddress::after
{
     content:’windev.com’;
}
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Modification of the
WEBDEV styles directly
in CSS

The WEBDEV styles created by WEBDEV 19 are stored as
CSS3 standard style sheets.
In version 19, the CSS3 style generated can be modified if
needed directly in the .css code.
A CSS3 style created by WEBDEV 19 and modified outside of
WEBDEV is still recognized by the editor.
The modified style can be applied the same way as a
WEBDEV style on the controls or pages.
This openness is offered in order to allow CSS3 specialists to
reuse their skills in this field. 
This openness allows the creation of very complex or very
specific styles, calling on advanced CSS3 features.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
If you know how to do it in CSS3, you can do it directly in
WEBDEV 19.
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Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easy use of external resources
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Associate a JS or JQuery
script to your controls

Version 19 of WEBDEV lets you  manually attach one or more
additional «CSS classes» (we’re talking about the class= attri-
bute) to a control.
A «CSS class» can then be referenced in an external JavaScript
or a JQuery script to apply modifications to the control to which
it is attributed.
This allows you to dynamically modify control properties and
behavior.
For example: to be able to move a control with the mouse,
change its style, make it move in reaction to some events, make
it interact with other controls...
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Style and class, it keeps getting better. 
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new properties on CSS
styles

Support for CSS styles editing in WEBDEV becomes more gra-
nular in version 19.
New intuitive possibilities are available to you, for all the
controls:
• background linear gradient
• color opacity (RGBA)
• text shadow
• border radius
The «grayed» state can be defined directly at the CSS style
level, for all the controls (pseudo «grayed»).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Dare refined styles. 
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Choose the span of the
background color or back-
ground image of a control

A control can have a background color.
The span of this background color can vary:
• only the content
• content + internal margin 
• the entire control up to the border.
WEBDEV 19 now allows you to refine the background color for
each control, in the CSS style of the control.
For the specialists, these are the <background-clip> and
<background-origin> properties.
WEBDEV 19 also allows you to define the span of the back-
ground image for each control
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Refinement!
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CSS style editor 
The WEBDEV environment lets you edit CSS styles graphically
via a CSS style description window. 
This window evolves in version 19 to become a CSS style editor
in its own right.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily edit styles.
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WEBDEV 19
makes me light
headed...
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BUTTON, A NEW
RICHNESS
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Button control: the
power at the end of the
click

Button with 5 states (hover, down,...), with animation (halo,
moving flicker)...

The «static button» control evolves significantly in WINDEV 19.
(Remember: like all the other static controls, the «static button»
control can also be used in dynamic sites.)
The button control can display rich text in its content. 
The button control can be made of CSS3 style elements, which
allows you to create sophisticated buttons without having to
use images.
The display of such a button by the browser is faster.

Button text now accepts rich parameters:
• font, size 
• bold, underlined, italic, strikeout
• superscript, subscript, underlined, text color, paragraph color

(with color palette)
• alignment (left, right, center, justified)
• image insertion with support for text enhancements
• paragraph indentation
• bullets and numbered bullets
• CSS style
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Buttons rise up in version 19.
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Button control creation:
additional freedom

Button creation in version 19 offers a lot of freedom.
An icon can easily be inserted in the text part of the button and
positioned in relation to the text thanks to the dress-up func-
tions.
Note that if the buttons’ text is multilingual, the icons always
stay well positioned, even if the text’s length changes.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily create buttons.
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Button control: 
image or CSS?

When creating a button, 2 types of buttons are possible:
• CSS3 button.
• image button
A CSS3 button is made of a CSS style that defines its look. The
button’s text is superimposed.
An image button is also made of a background image, on
which the text can be overlaid or inlaid.
Usually, a CSS3 button is lighter at runtime.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create attractive buttons.
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Image button control 

Examples of graphic buttons provided with WEBDEV 19 (free
use in your site created with WEBDEV)

As their name suggests, image buttons are based on an image.
A button can be defined by 5 different images maximum, each
corresponding to one state of the button:
• idle
• rollover
• click
• focus
• grayed.
The images for the various states can be located in an image
sheet, automatically managed. 
This optimizes the display, the change of state for a button is
much smoother because there is no new image download.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Fancy buttons!
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image button stretching 
Editing an image button evolves in version 19.
From a single source image, you can resize (stretch) this image
without distorting its corners... 
Simply use the 9-image mode, and this image will be able to
stretch in any direction (use the 3-image mode to stretch in only
one dimension).

Thanks to the 9-image mode, a button can be enlarged without
distortion.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Buttons stretch without distortion.
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animated button, image 
Image buttons can also be animated.
The image sheet used to define the animated button can
contain a series of vertical images, that define the various steps
of the animation. 
On the browser, these images come up automatically.
You can for instance easily create a blinking halo to attract the
attention of the user to the button.

Animated button: in rows the button’s states (rollover, ...) and
in columns the images for the animation steps of each state

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Become an animator... of buttons!
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CSS3 button control 
The CSS3 button is anew feature of WEBDEV version 19.
This button is completely defined based on a CSS style.
It doesn’t require any image, but the CSS style itself can contain
(or not) one or more images.
A CSS button can offer up to 5 states as well, which are ele-
ments of the CSS styles (pseudo-styles).

Example of CSS3 buttons

The CSS style lets you define various properties, among which
(non exhaustive list):
• background color, with gradient and opacity
• text shadow
• margin settings
• border radius...
The CSS3 button is automatically adapted to the browser.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Actionable buttons!
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Referenceable button (or
not) 

A button in a page can be referenceable or not.
For example, there is little need for the «Pay» button of a sales
site to be referenced by a search engine.
WEBDEV 19 lets you specify whether a button can be referen-
ced or not. (For HTML pros: corresponds to the <a> or <button>
tags)
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for referencing buttons.
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BROWSER TABLE,
WITH OR 
WITHOUT DATA
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Browser table control:
sort, search, ...  Static, dy-
namic 

A new «Browser Table» control is being introduced in version
19.
The «Browser Table» control is a Table control that is fully auto-
nomous on the browser.
There is no back and forth traffic with the application server.
Its content can be initialized directly in the WEBDEV editor, by
entering the data to display!
This type of control can be used both in static sites and dynamic
sites!

The «Browser Table» control offers automatic features such as:
• filter,  
• search, 
• move column,
• resize column,
• column header, column sub-header...
The «Browser Table» control can also be used and filled by pro-
gramming using browser code.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Benefits from the power of the table control before you even do
a «GO». 
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Browser Table: advanced
features Intuitive editing

A Browser Table benefits from the advanced features of the
WEBDEV controls.
Notably, a Browser Table benefits from:
• styles (color alternate rows,...)
• borders and separators
• automatic scrollbars if needed
• display mask
• row selection
• skin template and color palette

When creating it you can already enter the content of the
«browser table» (here: price table)

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The Browser Table is powerful for both static and dynamic sites.
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THE BROWSER TABLE CONTROL AT RUNTIME
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Browser Table: program-
ming possible

The Browser Table works directly in the static pages and sites,
without requiring any application server, and without any code
needed.
But you can modify a browser table by programming.
The programming of the Browser Table is done in «browser»
code: there is no interaction with the server. 
Programming is of course done in WLanguage.
The Browser Table can be initialized by entering data in the edi-
tor, but also by filling it using the TableAddLine function in
browser code. 
Like all the «browser» functions in WLanguage, this function
will automatically be translated into the corresponding JavaS-
cript code, and stored in the page.
The Browser Table is both a very simple display control, and a
control that can becomes very sophisticated thanks to browser
processes.
Like in the static controls, the Browser Table works also in dyna-
mic sites.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Browser yes, static yes, but programmable if needed!

BETTER NATURAL
REFERENCING
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logical formating of the
text area: spiked 
referencing

The new text Area (see new feature 844 to 853) is of primary
importance in version 19.
This area enables the logical formatting of the text and para-
graph.  
Search engines can better analyze the page’s content, organize
the information hierarchically, and therefore better reference

the content.
For example, a title will be detected as such, and not just as
bold text.
A word in bold will be detected as such thanks to the <strong>
attribute automatically used by the text area.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Without EPO, without buying keywords, you automatically en-
hance the performance of your page’s referencing.
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Better referencing of
multilingual sites in each
language

In WEBDEV 19, the name of each page of a multilingual site
can be specified: it can be written in its language!
Each page name is then referenced in its language.
The «Order» page of the English site will be «Commande» in
French and «Bestellschein» in German.
The search engines of each country will be able to naturally re-
ference the site...

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Better natural referencing in each language
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multilingual links
In a multilingual site, the links become multilingual.
They’ll be better referenced in each country.
This feature is available in AWP mode and for static sites. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Natural referencing of links.
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WEB MOBILITY
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Movement detection in a
site

Web sites are more and more often viewed on mobile devices.
In this optic, the new SensorDetect family of functions, availa-
ble in WEBDEV 19, lets you interact with the mobile device.  
A large number of movements can be detected: shaking, orien-
tation, acceleration...
The SensorDetect family of functions runs in Browser code,
which means it is also available for static sites.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Shake it up baby!
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Gesture in a Web site 
Thanks to WEBDEV 19, you can now respond to gesture actions
in a site.
This opens up new interaction capabilities when using a tablet,
smartphone or touch screen to browse the web.
New processes are being introduced in the image control to ad-
dress these new movements: 
• swipe process, 
• scroll process
• zoom process.
A Swipe WLanguage variable also enables you to get informa-
tion about the gesture: Direction, Distance, Speed.
The GesturePosX and GesturePosY WLanguage functions
allow you to get the coordinates of the touched point.

In a WEBDEV site displayed on a mobile, you can move with
your finger

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Gesture support in Web sites.

NEW CONTROLS
AND CONTROL
EVOLUTIONS
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RTA: Rich Text Area
The new Rich Text Area control revolutionizes the entry of
streams, texts, images and links in WEBDEV. The RTA control is
available in static and dynamic mode. 
The RTA control is detailed in the new features 844 to 853.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A control that revolutionizes page layout.
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Button control 
The new capabilities of the button control (see new feature 862
to 869) provide advanced features that will make web designers
and webmasters very happy! 
For instance, thanks to the support for button image sheets, the
number of round trips to the server is reduced.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Sophisticated buttons with fluid behavior.
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Automatic assisted input
for edit controls

In version 19 of WEBDEV, you can activate an automatic  «assis-
ted input» feature on edit controls.
The control entered is linked either to:
• an item (column) of a data file (table), 
• or a list preset by programming. 

When the user starts to type in the control, a list automatically
comes up under the control, offering the values from the data
file (table) starting with the text being entered.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The user is assisted during data entry.
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New «click» process on
cell controls and edit
zones 

In version 19, a new process,  click, is being introduced for the
cell controls and the edit zones.
This process enables you to perform a global action when a cell
or an edit zone is clicked.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Always more ease of programming.
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New «Rollover» process
on cell controls and edit
zones 

In version 19, a new process,  rollover, is being intro-
duced for the cell controls and the edit zones.
This process enables you to perform a global action
when the cursor rolls over a cell or an edit zone.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Always more ease of programming.
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Image with delayed loa-
ding of its display

When a browser renders a page, it loads the page from the ser-
ver and all the images found in the page.
In some cases, when a page contains a lot of images (a product
catalog for instance, search result with thumbnail, ...) it can
take a while to load and the display of the page is not great.
In version 19 of WEBDEV, the image control offers a new op-
tion: delayed image.
Thanks to the «delayed image» option, each image will only
get loaded by the browser if it is located in the visible part of
the page.
This way, if the page has a scroll box, the images will be loaded
as the user scrolls.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster loading of large pages with images.
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New browser table
control

The new browser table lets you create autonomous tables, that
work without being linked to a database and therefore usable
in static sites.
The content of this browser table can be entered directly in the
editor.
See new features 870 to 872. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:

Create and fill tables directly in the editor.
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Defining the size of a page
background image

The background image of a page can be displayed in the follo-
wing modes:
• homothetic
• homothetic extended
• actual size
• stretched
• fixed size in pixels
• fixed size in percentage.

This makes it easy to totally control the display of the
background image in case the browser is resized.
This feature is also available for controls.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Picture perfect!
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Legend

: the HTML5 symbol found in a new feature indicates that the browser must support HTML5 for this new feature to be available.
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customize the control
edge

In version 19, a control can have an edge.
A common use for this edge is to highlight the control that has
focus.

3 examples of different edges, highlighting the control being en-
tered

It is easy to customize the look of the edge based on the ac-
tions on the control: take focus, rollover,...
For the specialists, the name of the CSS property is Outline.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Gold or silver edge on the controls!
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Scrolling text
WEBDEV 19 offers a new «scrolling text» effect for static, link
and button controls. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Scrolling away!
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Dynamic Table control:
new features

The WEBDEV Table control is very powerful. It offers new func-
tionalities in version 19:
• filter
• search with input mask
• move column 
• on table header
• cascading input.
Cascading input creates an additional row when the user
reaches the end of the table, and enters a new row.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ultimate power for the end users
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Dynamic Table control:
caching, speed

The WEBDEV dynamic table control now lets you load its
content into the cache.
For example, if a 10 row table can display 100 rows from a da-
tabase, instead of loading the rows one by one based on the
reading of the table, you can ask the table to load the 100 rows
when initialized, and store them on the browser.
Reading the table will be very smooth for the user.
The table remains dynamic, and if a round trip to the server is
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needed, it’ll be automatically performed. 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster dynamic table.
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Video multimedia control:
subtitles

WEBDEV 19 lets you display subtitles when playing a video.
The video is played in the Multimedia Video control of the
page.
All you need to do is provide a text file in a specific format. 
Tags in this file indicate the timing of the display.
Several languages are possible.
The Multimedia family of functions runs in Browser mode,
which means that the subtitles are also available for static sites.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Foreign cinema? Subtitles!
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Multimedia control: audio
support

The multimedia control supports audio in WEBDEV 19.
Depending on the browser, the currently recognized formats
are:
• mp3
• webM
• ogg.

The multimedia functions,  MultimediaPlay, Multimedia-
Pause, MultimediaStop, MultimediaVolume... let you ma-
nage soundtracks.
The Multimedia family of functions runs in browser mode,
which means it is also available for static sites.
Subtitles are also available for the Audio Multimedia controls. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Who’s calling?
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HTML control: WYSIWYG
display in the editor

The WEBDEV HTML control lets you enter native HTML code,
which will be interpreted later in the page.
In the older WEBDEV versions, the HTML code wasn’t «rende-
red» in the page editor and therefore you couldn’t see the re-
sult during editing.
In version 19, the HTML control is rendered in the editor: it be-
comes WYSIWYG during editing. 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Improved WYSIWYG.

WEB CHARTS
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Better looking charts
In version19, WEBDEV charts get a face-lift!
Charts benefit from the common new features in version 19.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Ever more powerful charts.

AJAX
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New return process when
exiting an Ajax process

WEBDEV lets you create AJAX processes in 1 click.
Indeed, the main server processes of a control can become Ajax
processes, simply by activating the «AJAX» option on the pro-
cess.
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In version 19, a new browser process, «AJAX Return» is being
introduced. 
This process is automatically called when exiting an AJAX re-
quest.
This allows you to perform other operations in addition to auto-
matic updating of the page section done by WEBDEV (for
example: specific control update, user notification, close a
popup, ...) 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Granular control of the browser actions. 

PHP
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PHP site deployment 
The deployment of PHP sites can now be done page by page,
or by page group. You don’t need to deploy the entire site any-
more (see new feature 937).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster PHP site deployment.
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New controls in PHP: RTA,
... 

The very powerful Rich Text Area control (see new features 844
to 853),  the Browser Table (see new features 870 to 872), the
new buttons (see new features 862 to 869) and the multimedia
control (see new features 890 to 891) are already available for
developing your sites in PHP. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create rich PHP sites.
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New WLanguage 
functions in PHP 

10 new WLanguage functions are being introduced for PHP in
version 19.
StringIncrement                   StringRetrieve StringDelete fCreateLink
fSeparator                             SiteAddress HListFile HListDatabase
fCrypt                                     fUncrypt

NEW USER
GROUPWARE
(PASSWORD 
ACCESS)
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Site security: new user
groupware 

In WEBDEV, the «user groupware» lets you password protect
the pages’ access.
Everything is handled automatically.
The back-office is available in Web mode to define the authori-
zations.
In version 19, the user groupware evolves a lot.
The user groupware of WEBDEV 19 is compatible with the one
in WINDEV 19.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A powerful, modern groupware.
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New user groupware: on
Classic or AWP site

In older WEBDEV versions, the «user groupware» was only wor-
king in «classic» mode.
In version 19, the user groupware works both in classic mode
and AWP mode (referenceable dynamic sites for search en-
gines).
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The user groupware can be used with AWP referenceable sites.
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Modern interface

The user interface of the Groupware has been modernized. For
better consistency, this interface can even use the site’s skin
template (see new feature 901).
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The interface of the user management back-office, intended for
the access manager, has also been modernized and simplified.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A contemporary look.
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Site skin template respec-
ted, automatic style book

The user groupware can use the skin template of the site where
it is used.
Therefore it blends harmoniously with the site that uses it.
It only take a click! 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
The site remains consistent looking.
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Group and user 
hierarchies

The new version of the WEBDEV 19 user groupware lets you
create user groups.

A group may contain one or more
other groups.

The definition of the hierar-
chies is must faster then. 
An end user can belong to
several groups.

Benefit provided by this
version 19 new feature:
The configuration of the

access rights is ea-
sier.
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Support for non-identi-
fied visitors (guests)

Until users identify themselves, they’re considered as «guests».
The rights for a guest are defined the same way as the rights
for identified users.
Usually, a guest will have only a few rights.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Support for non-identified visitors.
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Identification integr ated
into a site’s page

The former versions of User Groupware were using a standa-
lone identification page (login, password).
In version 19, the interface for the identification request can be
included in a site’s page.
The behavior is more streamlined, more intuitive.  

The authentication window is directly included
in the site, with its skin template.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new fea-
ture:

Interface for entering the user login easier to inte-
grate in the site.

W D W B  W M

Integration into your 
projects via an internal
component: easy!

The user groupware in version 19 is provided as an inter-
nal component, containing the pages, processes and

data model.
Integration into a project is easier.

The project is better organized because every-
thing about the user groupware is centrali-

zed. 
Potential customization is easier.

Benefit provided by this ver-
sion 19 new feature:

Great simplicity.
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With version 19,
everyday is 
Christmas!

WLANGUAGE
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jQuery

jQuery is a JavaScript library often used for the Internet.
WEBDEV 19 lets you call entry points into the jQuery library
thanks to the new JjQueryExecute WLanguage function to
apply external processes onto controls.
The jQueryExecute function is used in browser code, without
any round trip to the server.
This function can therefore be used in sites, including static
sites.
This new function lets you call jQuery code from your WLan-
guage source code. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A new standard supported in WEBDEV 19.
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JSON  

JSON is a data exchange format, used especially with Internet
browsers where JavaScript interprets this format natively.
The Serialize and Deserialize functions let you serialize
and deserialize structures and classes in JSON format without
having to code this serialization.
WLanguage now interprets JSON natively.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Avoid dozens of lines of code.
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Information notification
outside the browser

A browser can display information outside of its window.
For example a browser on Windows can display an incoming
email notification at the bottom right of the desktop . 
Even if the browser is minimized, the information will be visuali-
zed.
The new NotificationDisplay WLanguage function lets you
do this.

The NotificationDisplay function runs in Browser mode,
which means it is also available for static sites. 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily display alerts and information
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Switch the browser to
«full screen» mode

The new FullScreenEnable WLanguage function lets you
switch the browser into «full screen» mode and take the entire
desktop display.
This feature is especially useful for mobile sites. The FullS-
creenDisable function lets you exit this mode.
The FullScreen family of functions runs in Browser mode,
which means they are also available for static sites. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
See big...
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Is my page displayed or
not?

The PageVisible WLanguage function enables you to find
out whether the page where the function is executed is visible
or not. 
The PageVisible function runs in Browser mode, which means
that it is also available for static sites.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Peekaboo... I see you
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Connected to a 
Wi-Fi network?

The WifiStatusfunction allows the page to find out whether it
is connected to a Wi-Fi network.
This allows you for instance to offer heavy downloads only if
there’s an active Wi-Fi connection. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Allows you to detect the active connection mode.
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Automatic refresh of the
specified data in a page 

When a page is displayed, it can be necessary to refresh
some information found in this page, without any user inter-
vention: for example a number of emails received or a stock
price.
In version 19, a new server process is being introduced for this
purpose: the RefreshPageData process.
This process is called automatically at regular time intervals, set
in the page. 
A browser process can also be executed when exiting the server
process. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Automatic updates of page data.
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WLanguage: new Server
functions

34 new WLanguage functions are being introduced in server
mode in WEBDEV version 19.

StringIncrement                   ControlTypeInfo CombinationFromName CombinationFromValue
CombinationCheckName  DateTimeValid dbgOnError dSaveImageICO
dSaveImageTIFF                  EnumerationFromName EnumerationFromValue EnumerationCheckName
EnumerationCheckValue   fBuildPath FTPDateTime FTPFileExist
gpwOpenSite                       grAxisVisible grColorCategory grDestinationImage
grWaterfallColor                  grWaterfallCategoryType HTransactionIsolation iPrintingNation
NationRightToLeft               NotifPushSend NotifPushListInvalidIdentifiers RTFToText
ArrayMix                                TableFilteredColumn TableMoveColumn TableSelectToFile
ThreadEnd                            URLExtractPath
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WLanguage: new Browser
functions

47 new WLanguage functions are being introduced in browser
mode in WEBDEV version 19.

SensorDetectChangeAcceleration          SensorDetectChangeOrientation SensorDetectBeginningBumps SensorDetectEndBumps
SensorGetOrientation             SensorEnd Contains ExceptionThrow
ExceptionInfo                       ExceptionPropagate GesturePosX GesturePosY
jQueryExecute                     NotifAdd NotificationDisplay NotifDelete
PageVisible                           FullScreenEnable FullScreenDisable TableEnableFilter
TableAdd                               TableAddLine TableSeek TableFilteredColumn
TableSortedColumn            TableMoveColumn TableMoveLine TableDisableFilter
TableSwapLine                     TableEnumColumn TableColumnSubscript TableInsert
TableInsertLine                    TableModify TableModifyLine TableCount
TableInputInProgress         TableInputSearch TableSelect TableSelectMinus
TableSelectCount                TableSelectPlus TableDelete TableDeleteSelect
TableDeleteAll                      TableSort WiFiStatus

JAVASCRIPT
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Managing the fatal er-
rors: Exception

WEBDEV 19 manages exceptions in browser code.
This allows you to retrieve the errors in the browser code using
the following syntax:  WHEN EXCEPTION IN ... DO.. ELSE..
END, and the handle them by programming.
Three new functions are available: ExceptionThrow, Exceptio-
nInfo et ExceptionPropagate
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Errare navigaterum est. Et nunc est correctus.

APPLICATION RAD
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Newsletter site (eMailing)

The new Newsletter Application RAD lets you create a «turn-
key» newsletter management site.
It lets you create, write, and manage the sending of mass news-
letters to subscribers.
A newsletter site is usually used in addition to a main site: sales
site, news or product display, …
Like all Application RAD, this site is based on a skin template
and a color palette that can be modified according to your
taste. 

Here are the features of Application RAD:
For the public part:
• Subscribe (double opt-in) and unsubscribe users online
• Subscriber identification (with captcha and storing of the re-
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quester IP address)
• Viewing of public newsletters 
• Management of newsletter categories: news, promotions, …
• Presentation based on the country and language
• Share via LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, …

For the administration part:
• Dashboard of the latest newsletter, and scheduled distribution
• Writing and formating of newsletters on line
• Creation and use of page layout templates 
• Selection of the recipients based on criteria: country, subscri-

bers, partners
• Send the newsletter as an emailing with scheduling of the

date and time for sending it
• Test send mode
• Settings and configuration: SMTP, cadence, ...

It is possible to link this site with other Application RAD (e-com-
merce, CMS) by automatically importing the users or customers.
You can also import existing customer information via a CSV
file.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Create a newsletter site in just a few clicks, then customize it as
needed.
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Static site RAD: company
overview

This «Company Overview» Application RAD lets you create a
«showcase» type static site in just a few clicks.
The features are as follows:
• Product line showcase page
• Product detail page
• «Who are we?» page
• «Contact-us» page 
• «Business hours» page
• «Legal notes» page.
The generated site can be  modified whenever you want, or be
integrated to a dynamic site.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Quick creation of a showcase site.
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BLOG Application RAD:
modernized

Version 19 of WEBDEV offers a new version of the Blog Appli-
cation RAD.
This version offers a more modern style sheet and uses features
from the latest WEBDEV versions.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Updated RAD.
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Suggested style sheet:
skin templates and color
palettes suggested for
each Application RAD.

WEBDEV helps you in your graphic choices.
For each Application RAD, WEBDEV 19 suggests 5 skin tem-
plates that work the best with the generated site.
For each skin template, WEBDEV suggests the 5 best suited
color palettes among all the available ones.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
You customize your site, tastefully 
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GENERATIONS 
OF PAGES AND
PROJECTS
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Generation in standard
HTML5 code, clearer

In WEBDEV 19, the HTML code of the pages, automatically ge-
nerated, better respects standards, and is more readable.
The HTML code of the new RTA control can be modified easily
by HTML specialists.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Easily readable HTML code.
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Simplified generated
HTML code

In WEBDEV 19, rich text is now fully supported, the HTML code
is clear and readable.
The «bold» attribute of a text is now translated in <strong>!
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
HTML code + readability.
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Organization of the gene-
rated site corresponding
to the web standard

Traditionally a static site contains several pages of indexes.
There’s an index page by tree level.
Each home page is named «default» or «index»
Search engines anticipate this organization to optimize referen-
cing.
Thanks to the great new version 19 of WEBDEV, it is now easy
to create organizations of this type.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Keep your web habits.
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Page display: keep the
page layout in case of an
overflow

A new page formating internal algorithm favors the keeping of
the page layout in case a control overflows from its container.
On older versions, when content overflowed from its container,
the entire page layout could be affected (block break, etc.) and
triggered spectacular chain reactions. It could make users think

that the pages were buggy, while in reality it was just a content
overflow in a zone.
Starting with version 19, the overflowing content will simply be
truncated. If possible a scrollbar will come up automatically in
the container block.
The graphic layout of the page keeps its integrity in all cases.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
An end to page that shift for no apparent reasons! 
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Support for the SVG 
vectorial image format:
browser display

Version 19 of WEBDEV authorize the SVG (Scalable Vector Gra-
phic) image format in image controls.
This format has the advantage of being a vector format and to
allow resizing of the image without deformation when printing
and in the browser.
The SVG format is natively supported by recent browsers: its
display and resizing are managed by the browser. The display is
faster.

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Native browser support = fast.

STYLE BOOK:
SKINS
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2 new page skin 
templates: 
Simple, Simple Large

Two new preset templates are being introduced in WEBDEV ver-
sion 19.
The «Simple» template offers a page centered in the browser,
made off 3 standard layout areas (header, content, footer).
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The «Simple Large» template
offers a standard page, ancho-
red in width to cover the entire
browser window.
Benefit provided by this version
19 new feature:
It is easy to be simple.

W D W B  W M

Preset page 
template with content.

In WEBDEV 19, preset page templates are generated with some
default content: control, image text area, button, etc. 
These elements positioned at creation time help guide designers
in laying out their page.
Implementing the page template is optimum and faster. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
A precious guide to a page layout suited for the content.
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Preset page templates
preview with content

When choosing the preset page template, a preview offering
sample content lets you better picture what the template will
look like. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Lorem ipsum sin dolor.
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W D W B  W M

Style book: 2
new skins

Two new skins are being introduced in
WEBDEV 19. «Evolution» and «FBoo-
king 2».
This adds new choices for possible style
books that can be instantly used for
your projects.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new
feature:
Additional style book offerings.
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LINUX
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New controls 
The new controls in version19 are supported by the Linux
application server. 
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Use all the new features in Linux.
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New functions in Linux 
58 new WLanguage functions are being introduced in WEBDEV
Linux in version 19.
StringIncrement                   ControlTypeInfo CombinationFromName CombinationFromValue
CombinationCheckName  DateTimeValid dbgOnError EnumerationFromName
EnumerationFromValue        EnumerationCheckName EnumerationCheckValue ExecuteMainThread
fBuildPath                             FTPDateTime FTPFileExist gpwOpenSite
grAxisVisible                        grColorCategory grDestinationImage grWaterfallColor
grWaterfallCategoryType  HTMLToRTF HTMLToText HTransactionIsolation
iPrintingNation                    MutexCreate MutexStart MutexDestroy
MutexEnd                              NationRightToLeft RTFToHTML RTFToText
CriticalSectionStart            CriticalSectionEnd SemaphoreCreate SemaphoreStart
SemaphoreDestroy             SemaphoreEnd EventWait EventCreate
EventDestroy                        EventChange ArrayMix TableFilteredColumn
TableMoveColumn              TableSelectToFile TextToHTML TextToRTF
ThreadStop                           ThreadWait ThreadWaitSignal ThreadCurrent
ThreadSendSignal              ThreadState ThreadExecute ThreadEnd
ThreadMode                         URLExtractPath

AWP
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Optimization of the dis-
play speed in AWP mode

In AWP mode, the initialization code for the page is run for
each round trip to the server.
If there are 10 round trips between the page and the applica-
tion server, the initialization code will be run 10 times.
Sometimes the initialization code may be long, and may not
need to be re-executed. 
The typical case is the use of generated images (images created
or modified on the server, read in the database for instance).
Another example is when using the chart control.
The server has been optimized: it generates the image the first
time the initialization code is executed, caches it on the server,
and doesn’t regenerate it for each call.
This optimization is very noticeable on pages containing a lot of
generated images.
This optimization mode can be disabled.
Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Faster page display, reduced server load.

MANAGEMENT
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Deletion of the physical
sites from the administra-
tor 

The deletion of a site is now physically possible from the admi-
nistrator: the site logically deleted can also be physically deleted
from the disk. 

Benefit provided by this version 19 new feature:
Reuse disk space.

APPLICATION 
SERVER

n e w  f e a t u r e  W D W B  W M

Automatic redirection to
the browser language  

In WEBDEV 19 the site automatically detects the browser lan-
guage of the user.
If the site supports this language (multilingual site), the site is
displayed automatically in this language, or in a similar lan-
guage (for instance, if there’s a British English version but no US
English version, a North American user will see the British site).
This can be disabled.
The old home page disappears.
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